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SLDNFA:  AN ABDUCTIVE  PROCEDURE FOR ABDUCTIVE  
LOGIC  PROGRAMS 
MARC DENECKER AND DANNY DE SCHREYE* 
D We present SLDNFA, an extension of SLDNF resolution for abductive 
reasoning on abductive logic programs. SLDNFA solves the floundering 
abduction problem: nonground abductive atoms can be selected, SLDNFA 
also provides a partial solution for the floundering negation problem. 
Different abductive answers can be derived from an SLDNFA refutation: 
these answers provide different compromises between generality and com- 
prehensibility. Two extensions of SLDNFA are proposed that satisfy 
stronger completeness results. The soundness of SLDNFA and its exten- 
sions is proved. Their completeness for minimal solutions with respect o 
implication, cardinality, and set inclusion is investigated. The formalization 
of SLDNFA presented here is an update of an older version and does not 
rely on skolemization of abductive atoms. © Elsevier Science Inc., 1998 <1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The role of abduction [48] as a reasoning paradigm in AI is widely accepted. 
Abduction has been used for fault diagnosis [6], natural language understanding 
[6], and default reasoning [22, 50]. In the context of logic programming, abductive 
procedures have been used for planning [21, 44, 46, 52], knowledge assimilation and 
belief revision [30, 32], and database updating [31]. Denecker et al. [18] showed the 
role of an abductive system for forms of reasoning, different from planning, in the 
context of temporal domains with uncertainty. In [15, 17], the role of abductive 
logic programming for representing uncertainty in a logic programming formalism 
and the role of abductive procedures for abductive and deductive reasoning and 
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satisfiability checking on incomplete knowledge have been shown in the context of 
a translation from a temporal language ~ [27] to abductive logic programming. 
In the past, a number of abductive xtensions of SLDNF resolution have been 
proposed for abductive logic programs with negation [8, 13, 21, 29, 31, 44-46, 51, 
52, 54]. Anticipating the discussion of these procedures in Section 11, we can say 
that these procedures have not been formalized and proved correct [21, 52], or they 
can be proved correct only for a restricted class of abductive logic programs 
[44-46], or they do not provide a way Of checking the consistency of the abductive 
answers [8, 54], or they do not provide a treatment for floundering abduction [29, 31, 
51]. The floundering abduction problem is an analog of the well-known floundering 
negation problem, which arises when a nonground negative literal is selected; 
analogously, the problem of floundering abduction arises when a nonground 
abductive atom is selected. While it seems that for (from a practical point of view) 
important classes of nonabductive logic programs, the floundering negation prob- 
lem does not occur or can be avoided (e.g., in allowed programs), there is empirical 
evidence that floundering abduction cannot be prevented in many applications of 
abductive logic programming. 
The floundering abduction problem had already appeared in the early work on 
abduction for planning in the context of event calculus in [21, 52]. The (simplified) 
main axiom of event calculus is the inertia law, which can be formulated as follows: 
holds_at(F, T) ~ happens(E), E < T, initiates(E, F) ,  
-7 clipped( E, F, T) 
clipped(E, F, T) ~ happens(C), E < C < T, terminates(C, F ) . 
The axioms tate that a property F holds at time Ti f f  it is initiated at some earlier 
time E and has not been terminated between E and T. The interpretation f most 
symbols is rather straightforward; clipped(E, E, T) represents the condition that 
some event in the interval ]E, T[ terminates the property F. In the context of a 
planning problem, the effects of possible actions are described by a set of rules 
defining initiates and terminates, which depend on the act predicate. For example, 
one effect of an act of putting an object X on top of an object Y is specified in the 
following rule: 
initiates( E, on( X,  Y ) ) ~ act( E, put( X,  Y ) ) . 
A planning problem may be formulated by means of a goal *-- holds(p, ten d) . . . .  
which gives a description of the properties one requires to hold in the final state 
(after the plan will be executed). The predicates that describe the actions and their 
interrelations, that is, happens, < and act, are abducible. Hence an abductive 
procedure searches for a set A of these facts such that P + A k holds(p, ten d) A ... 
The set A constitutes a plan for the desired final state. 
In this setting, floundering abduction occurs very naturally. For example, 
consider the desired final state holds(on(a,b),tend). By calling the goal 
holds(on(a, b), ten d) and resolving first with the inertia law and then with the clause 
for initiates, one obtains the goal 
happens(E), E < tend, act( E, put(a, b ) ) , -7 clipped(E, on(a, b ) , ten d ). 
In this query, all literals are either nonground negative or nonground abducible. 
The procedures proposed in [21, 52] and later the one proposed in [44-46] were 
developed for planning in the event calculus and provide a treatment for non- 
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ground abducible atoms: nonground abducible atoms are skolemized, that is, all 
variables are substituted for by fresh constants. As indicated above, these proce- 
dures were either not formalized (and hence not proved correct) or only partially 
sound. In [13] we presented SLDNFA resolution, a sound and (under some 
conditions) complete abductive extension of SLDNF. In several respects, this 
procedure builds on ideas in the elder procedures and, in the presentation i [13], 
also uses skolemization of nonground abducible atoms to solve the floundering 
abduction problem. 
In this paper we present a more complete study of SLDNFA. An SLDNFA 
computation can be understood as a process of deriving formulas of the form 
V(Q 0 ~ ~),  with ~ Q0 the initial query and the conjunction ~P composed of the 
unsolved goals, from the abductive logic program. The formalization of SLDNFA 
here differs in two important ways from the formalization in [13]. One difference is 
that here, the definition of SLDNFA is based on a schema similar to that used in 
[1] and [43] to define SLDNF. A second major difference is that the current 
formalization does not rely on skolemization of abducible atoms. Instead, a 
formalization is used that distinguishes two types of variables: those uniw~rsally 
quantified in front of V(Q¢~ ~ xp) and those universally quantified inside ~'. 
The possibility of getting rid of skolem constants was somehow already clear in 
the proofs of the correctness of the old version of SLDNFA [12]. The proof of the 
completeness of SLNDFA in [12] already relied on an explicit substitution of 
skolem constants by variables. There is a well-known theorem in classical ogic that 
states a strong relationship between skolem constants and universally quantified 
variables: for a given theory T, formula F[X] and constant sk that appears neither 
in T nor in F, it holds that T~F[sk] iff T~VX.F[X]. For the old version of 
SLDNFA, it means that deriving the formula VX.Qo[sk] ~-~[sk] containing the 
skolem constant sk is equivalent to deriving VZ, X.Qo[Z] ~ ~P[Z]. Although from 
a theoretical point of view, the use of variables rather than skolem constants is not 
so unexpected, it is a significant and useful improvement. We were not the first to 
work out this solution; in the process of deskolemizing SLDNFA, we found out that 
[2] had already seen this possibility and had exploited it in another abductivc 
procedure (published as [26]). In Sections 4 and 11.5, we will discuss similarities 
and differences between his solution and ours. 
The use of variables gives considerable advantages over the use of skolem 
constants. First, it becomes possible to extract much more interesting and more 
general forms of abductive answers from an SLDNFA refutation. In [13], the only 
answer derived from an SLDNFA refutation was a set of ground abductive atoms 
and a variable substitution, in both of which skolem constants appear. Fung and 
Kowalski [25, 26] derive from one derivation many ground answers by replacing 
certain variables in abduced atoms with arbitrary constants that satisfy certain 
disequalities generated uring the derivation. In the new version of SLDNFA, this 
type of answer is further generalized; we extract nonground FOL formulas as 
abductive solutions that formulate much more general conditions under which the 
query holds. Section 6 is devoted 1o a discussion of the answers that can be derived 
from an SLDNFA refutation. 
Second, it turns out that our techniques for solving the floundering abduction 
problem (using variables) also make it possible to provide a partial solution for the 
floundering negation problem. In [22], an abductive interpretation of negation in 
logic programs was proposed. In this view, negative calls are seen as a special kind 
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of abductive call. As observed in [31], this entails that a solution for the floundering 
negation problem also provides a solution for the floundering abduction problem. 
Our work shows that a full solution for the floundering abduction problem can be 
given that only partially solves the floundering negation problem. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we introduce the preliminaries for defining SLDNFA, including the 
3-valued completion semantics. We assume some familiarity with concepts of logic 
programming. We follow mostly [38]. 
An alphabet E is a tuple consisting of the usual set of punctuation symbols and 
connectives, an infinite set of variables, a set ~P of predicate symbols, and a set E I  
of functors (including constants). ~P includes =.  Terms, atoms, literals, and 
formulae based on Y are defined as usual. As usual, a free variable in a formula is 
a variable not bound by a quantifier; an open formula contains free variables; a 
closed or ground formula does not. Terms are denoted by t, s; variables by capitals 
X, Y, Z; domain elements by x, y, z. Tuples of terms, variables are denoted ~, .~. A 
p-atom is an atom of the form p(D. Given a term t, var(t) denotes the set of 
variables in t; vat(F)  denotes the set of free variables in F. The Herbrand universe 
of E is the set of all ground terms based on ~. The set is denoted by HU(E)  or HU 
when ~ is obvious from the context. 
An equality set E based on E is a finite set {s 1 = t 1 . . . . .  s n = tn}, where s i, t i are  
terms based on Z. When E appears in a formula, then it should be interpreted as 
the conjunction sa = ta A ... A s n = t, of atoms. An equality set is in solved form iff 
it is a set of equality atoms of the form X = t such that X is a variable different 
from t and X occurs only once at the left and not at the right. We define a 
substitution as a special type of equality set: it is a set of atoms of the form X = t, 
where X is a variable appearing only once at the left. According to this definition, 
an equality set in solved form is an idempotent substitution and vice versa. 
Substitutions are denoted E, 0, ~r, 6. The empty substitution is denoted e. The 
domain dom(0) and range ran(0) of a substitution 0 are defined as usual. 0 is a 
ground substitution iff ran(0) consists of ground terms. Given a set of variables V, 
Olv denotes the substitution {X= t lX= t ~ 0 AXe V}. The application of a sub- 
stitution 0 on a term t or atom or sets of these is defined as in [38], but is denoted 
O(t). The composition of substitutions 0, o- is defined as in [38] but is denoted as 
o- o 0. Recall that o- o 0 is obtained from {X = ~r(t)lX = t ~ 0} U {X = t fX  = t ~ o- 
AXe dom(0)} by dropping all tuples X=X.  As proved in [38], for any term t, 
o-o 0 ( t )= o(O(t)) .  Renaming substitutions and variants of terms, atoms, and 
formulas are defined as in [38]. In this paper, substitutions are virtually always 
idempotent. Normally, the composition of two idempotent substitutions 0, o- is not 
idempotent. However, o- o 0 is idempotent if dom(0) N dom(o-) = { }. 
For a pair of terms t,s, we define t as more general than s iff there exists a 
substitution 0 such that O(t) = s. Concepts uch as the relation " . . .  is more general 
than . . . "  between substitutions, unifier, and most general unifier (mgu) of sets of 
terms and equality sets are defined as in [38]. A unifier 0 of a set of equality atoms 
E is relevant iff all variables in 0 appear in E. In the context of the paper, the 
following property is important: an idempotent mgu 0 of an equality set E is 
relevant wrt E. For a proof we refer to [35]. 
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Given an open formula F, its existential projection on a set of variables S is the 
formula 3X.F,  where A" is the tuple of free variables of F not appearing in 5'. This 
formula will be denoted 3L,(F). Likewise for the universal projection on S. The 
universal (existential) closure of F is the universal (existential) projection of F on 
{ }; it is denoted V(F) (respectively, 3(F)). 
A program clause based on an alphabet ]2 is a formula of the form 
A ~L  l . . . . .  L n, 
where A is an atom and L~ . . . . .  L~(n > 0) are literals based on ]2. A query, or goal 
is of the form 
~ L I , . . . , L  n, 
where Ll . . . . .  Ln are literals. Below we often denote queries of the above form as 
~- Q. The formula ~ Q is interpreted as the open disjunction ~ L~ v ... v ~ L,,. 
Variables are not universally quantified! Q is interpreted as the open conjunction 
L 1 /~ ... A L~. In the sequel, we usually write ~ L, Q to express that the literal L 
occurs inside the query. This does not imply that L occurs as first literal. Similarly, 
when B, B' denote conjunctions of literats, we will write ~ B, B', to denote the 
query consisting of the literals of B and B'. 
An abduetive logic program p A based on ]2 is a pair of a set P of program 
clauses based on ]2 and a subset A of predicates of ]2P, called abducible. The other 
predicates in ]2P\A are  called nonabducible. The definition of a nonabducible 
predicate p in pA, denoted Def(p,  pA), iS the set of program clauses with p in the 
head. This set may be empty. For reasons of elegance, we assume without loss of 
generality that for any nonpropositional bductive logic program P'4, Deft = ,  P ~) 
= {X = X}. Or, = is defined by the reflexivity atom. 
The interpretations that are used in the semantics are 3-valued and non- 
Herbrand. A 3-valued interpretation maps predicate symbols to 3-valued relations. 
A 3-valued relation on a domain D can be seen as a function from D" to {f,u,t}. 
These values are ordered f < u < t. Each truth value has an inverse truth value: we 
define f - I  = t, t l = f ,u -1  =u.  
Below, given an alphabet ]2 and domain D, a D-term or D-formula is a term or 
formula based on the alphabet ]2z~, which extends ]2 by adding the elements of D 
to the set of constants. 
Definition 2.1. A ]2-interpretation I is a tuple (D I ,~ I ,~  i) consisting of a domain 
D 1, a correspondence ~ which maps D/-terms f(x~ . . . . .  x n) to D z, for any n-ary 
functor f of ]2f and tuple (x 1 . . . . .  x n) of D 7 and a truth function £?~ which maps 
Dr-atoms p(x l , . . . , x  ~) to the set {f,u,t}, for any n-ary predicate p of ~ '  and 
tuple (x 1 . . . . .  x.)  of D 7. 
In addition, we require that the "= " predicate is interpreted as the identity 
relation on D I. 
Given a ]2-interpretation 1, a variable assignment for I is a partial function from 
the variables of 5~ to elements of D 1. Variable assignments are denoted by V, or as 
sets of tuples X/x ,  where X is a variable and x is a domain element. For any open 
formula (or term) F, V(F) denotes the Dl-formula (or DFterm), obtained by 
substituting V(X)  in F for all free occurrences of variables X for which V(X)  is 
defined. 
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When £ is clear from the context, we may drop £ as a prefix. The above 
definition differs slightly from but is equivalent to the normal one that defines an 
interpretation as a tuple of domain, a correspondence between functors and 
functions and a correspondence b tween predicate symbols and (2- or 3-valued) 
relations. We make the difference transparent by defining I ( f )  as the function 
D~--+D / :(x I . . . . .  x~)--*o~ii(f(x , . . . . .  x~)) and by defining I (p )  as the relation D~' 
-+ {f, U, t} : (X l , . . .  , X n) --*Zt( p (x  1 . . . . .  xn)). 
A £-interpretation I is 2-valued on a predicate p if u is not in the range of 
I (p) .  I is 2-valued if I is 2-valued on all predicates. Another helpful concept is the 
projection of a £-interpretation  a subalphabet 1i;'. Let I be an £-interpretation. 
The projection Ilx' of I on £' is the £'-interpretation (D1,~//',~g'~/), where ~ ' ,~ '  is 
the restriction of ~,~/ /  to the functors and predicate symbols of £'. 
Given a £-interpretation I, any ground Dr-term denotes a unique domain 
element. The mapping of ground terms to their denoted domain elements is 
formalized by extending ~ to all ground DFterms. The extension is defined by 
induction on the depth of the term: 
• for any domain element x: .~(x )=x 
• for any n-ary functor fe  £ f  (n > 0) and ground D/-terms t~ .. . .  , t~: 
~.~1 ( / ( t l  . . . . .  tn)) =~( f (~( t , )  . . . . .  ~( tn ) ) )  
A Herbrand interpretation M is defined as usual, as an interpretation with 
domain HU('Z) and with J~-M the identity function on HU('Z). A Herbrand 
preinterpretation f Y~ is a Herbrand interpretation of the alphabet consisting of 
all symbols of £ except he nonequality predicates. 
The truth function ~ associated with some interpretation I can be extended to 
all ground DFformulas. ~ is defined by induction on the depth of the formulas, as 
given in the following table: 
2;~i(p(t , . . . . .  tn) ) =Te'~ (p(J~1 (tl) . . . . .  ~( tn ) ) )  
~(~ F)  =~(F)  1 
~/(F  1 V F2) = max{~(F,),7~/(F2) } 
~(F ,  A F2) = min{~(F , ) ,Y / (F2)  } 
~,(VX : F)  = min{~/({ X/x}(F ) ) lx  ~ Dr} 
~g'~l (3X  : F)  = max{7.~z({X/x}(F))Ix ~ DI} 
 (fl f2)  = 
7.~(F, ~ F2) = (~(F1)  =~(F2)  ) 
Here (~(F  1) >~(F2) )  denotes t if ¢~-'~1(F1 ) >7~1(F 2)and f otherwise; analogously 
for (~/(F 1) =~(F2)) .  
The truth tables used for *-* and *- are the ones suggested by Lukasiewicz 
(see [33]) and are used also in [24] and [34]. Note that F 1 *-* F 2 is defined as true if 
F 1 and F 2 have the same truth value; otherwise the formula is defined as false. 
Furthermore, F 1 ~ F 2 is equivalent to F 1 ~ F 2 A F 1 ~ F2,  but not with F 1 /x F 2 V 
~F 1A ~F 2. 
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Given a ground Dl-formula F, I ~ F denotes that Z/(F) = t. Given a theory J- 
of ground formulas, I ~Ydenotes that VF ~ J :  I ~ F. A model theory induces an 
entailment relation. Given a theory J-and formula F based on E, 3-~ F iff for any 
E-interpretation M such that M ~ J,, M ~ F. 
Using the above concepts, we define the 3-valued completion semantics for 
abductive logic programs. These semantics were first defined in [14] and extend the 
3-valued completion semantics for nonabductive logic programs of [34] to abductive 
programs and the 2-valued completion semantics for abductive logic programs of 
[8] with 3-valued models. The semantics of an abductive logic program pA based 
on E under 3-valued completion semantics i expressed via three theories. 
One theory is the Free Equality theory (FEQ(Y_,)), also called Clark's Equality 
theory [7]. Note that because = is interpreted as the identity, the classical axioms 
of equality (reflexivity, asymmetry, transitivity, substitution) are always satisfied. 
FEQ(E) contains the following axioms: 
For each n-ary functor fe  22¢ and for each i, 1 < i < n: 
VX, Y : f (X )  =f(Y)  ~Xi=Y ,
For each pair of different functors f, g ~ E:: 
vx, --f(?) 
For each term t that contains a variable X (occur check axioms): 
v( t =x)  
The second theory Comp(P A) is the set of completed definitions of the nonab- 
ducible predicates of P~. The construction of the completed efinition of a 
predicate p is as in [7]. Assume that Def(p, pA) consists of n program clauses of 
the form p(-t i) ~- B i. Assume that X/is a tuple containing all variables of pO,) ~- Bi. 
The completed efinition CompDef(p, pA) of p wrt pA is defined as follows: 
where .~ is a tuple of fresh variables. Note that if Def(p, pA) is empty, then 
CompDeffp, pA) = V_~.~ p(.~). Define Comp(P ~) = {CompDef(p, A)]p is non- 
abducible}. 
The third theory is the set of axioms Abd2(P A) = {V.~.p(X) v ~ p(-~)lP cA}. 
These axioms formulate the law of excluded middle for the abducible predicates. A 
E-interpretation I satisfies Abd2(P A) iff I is 2-valued on all abducible predicates. 
Using the above definitions, the 3-valued semantics can be defined as follows. 
Given is an abductive logic program pA based on 22. 
Definition 2.2. A £-interpretation M is a model of pA (under 3-valued completion 
semantics) iff M ~ FEQ(£) u Comp(P A) u Abd2(pA). 
We write pA ~ ~F to denote that FEQ(E) u Comp(P A) UAbd2(P A) ~ F. We 
write ~ ~F to denote that FEQ(E) ~ F. 
The 3-valued completion semantics were proposed in [11] and [14]. Like most 
semantics for abductive logic programs, 3-valued completion semantics assigns a 
2-valued interpretation to abducible predicates. This is also the case in the 
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2-valued completion semantics [8], the 2-valued generalized stable semantics [32], 
and the 3-valued extended well-founded semantics [49]. The reason for this is 
explained in [11] and can be traced back to a well-known argument formulated by 
Moore in [47]. He argues that reasoning by two cases (i.e., something is either true 
or false) is crucial for reasoning on uncertainty, and is one of the crucial advan- 
tages of (classical) logic compared to other knowledge representation formalisms. 
Reasoning by two cases on a predicate is only possible when the law of the 
excluded middle holds for it, or equivalently, when it has a 2-valued interpretation. 
That abductive logic programming was successfully applied for representing uncer- 
tainty has to do with the fact that reasoning by two cases on abducible predicates i
possible. An important illustration of this thesis is found in the recent experiments 
on the transformation of the language ~g to extensions. In [17], we compare the 
transformation f d to Extended Logic Programming (ELP), presented in [27] with 
a transformation to abductive logic programming. The latter transformation is in 
all respects superior to the first one. In [17] we show that the reason for the 
incompleteness of the transformation f [27] is due to the fact that in ELP the law 
of the excluded middle does not hold. 
One could also argue then that the nonabducible predicates hould have a 
2-valued interpretation. However, the use of a third truth value for nonabducible 
predicates has a very specific role, which we explain in [11]. Here we can only 
summarize the main argument. Denecker [1l] proposes to interpret an abductive 
logic program as a set of definitions for the nonabducible predicates. Because of 
the generality of the formalism, one can easily construct senseless definitions. 
Consider the following definition for p: 
{p~ ~p} 
Under a 2-valued completion semantics, an abductive logic program containing 
such a definition would be inconsistent. The use of u is a more permissive solution 
to deal with badly constructed definitions. In 3-valued completion semantics, uch a 
program remains consistent; yet the badly defined facts will have truth value u in 
all or a subclass of the models. This shows that u is an error condition and not a 
truth value, u should be interpreted as badly defined. It is only on badly defined 
nonabducible facts that reasoning by two cases is impossible. A 3-valued interpre- 
tation for an abducible predicate would not make sense under this interpretation 
of u: abducible predicates have no definition and cannot be badly defined. 
Two theorems about 3-valued completion semantics are important in the con- 
text of this paper. The first is about the consistency of abductive logic programs. It 
was proved in [10, 14]. 
Theorem 2.1. Let pA be an abductive logic program based on ~. Let I be any 
£aba-interpretation where £aba is obtained from £ by dropping all non-abducible 
predicates except =. Assume I ~ FEQ(£) U Abd2(PA). 
There exists a E-model M of P A such that M[~ob d= I. 
This proves the consistency of any abductive logic program, since any 2-valued 
Herbrand £aba-interpretation satisfies FEQ(E)UAbd2(PA).  
A second theorem about the 3-valued completion semantics is that it is the 
weakest semantics known for abductive logic programming. In [10, 14], the follow- 
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ing theorem is proved: 
Theorem 2.2. If M is a 22-model of P~ wrt (2-ualued completion semantics [8]) 
(generalized stable semantics [32]) (generalized well-founded semantics [49]) (justi- 
fication semantics [14, 10]) then M is a 22-model of pA wrt 3-ualued completion 
semantics. 
As a consequence, the 3-valued completion semantics induces the weakest 
entailment relation: if an abductive logic program entails F according to the 
3-valued completion semantics, then also wrt to the other semantics. In intuitive 
terms: the declarative meaning of an abductive logic program under the 3-valued 
completion semantics is a safe approximation of its meaning under these other 
semantics. With a caveat, it follows that SLDNFA will be a correct reasoning 
procedure with respect o the other semantics. We come back to this and to the 
caveat in Section 11.2. 
3. ABDUCTIVE ANSWERS TO QUERIES 
In abductive logic programming, an abductive answer is commonly defined as a set 
of ground atoms that imply the initial goal. The formal definition below extends the 
classical definition. 
Given is an abductive logic program pA and initial goal ~ Q0 based on 22. 
Definition 3.1. A ground abductive solution for ~ Q0 is a triple (E', A, 0) with A a 
finite set of ground abducible atoms, 0 a substitution of the variables, of Q~, 
both based on the extension E' of 22 with constants or functors. Moreover, 
P+A~,  V(0(Q0) ). 
p + A denotes the logic program (P u 4) { } with empty set of abducible predicates. 
Note that by Theorem 2.1, P + A is consistent. 
The reason for allowing ground abductive solutions based on extensions of 22 is 
to be able to reason abductively on an open domain, that is, to reason in case of 
uncertainty on the elements of the domain. As a trivial example consider the 
abductive logic program P0 tr} with P0 the set 
p , - - r (X ) , -~q(X)  
q(a) 
X=X 
In the sequel, the program clause X = X will be implicit. 
It is easily verified that the query ~-p has no ground abductive solution based 
on the alphabet 22 consisting of the symbols of the program. However, (22 u 
{b},{r(b)},e) is a ground abductive solution. Clearly, Po+{r(b)}~u~h~p. An
abduced atom represents a hypothesis about the abducible predicate; analogously, 
an extended alphabet with new constants or functors is an abductive hypothesis 
that there exist additional elements in the domain of discourse. 
An application where reasoning in an open domain is natural is planning in the 
event calculus. The events that change the initial state in the desired goal state are 
the subject of the search and therefore are a priori unknown. A ground abductive 
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solution for the query representing the desired goal state is a plan stating the 
existence of certain events represented by (new) constants and describing their 
order and what actions occur at each event. 
Often a goal has an infinite number of ground abductive solutions. In such cases 
it may be possible and useful to return a more general abductive solution that 
characterizes a class of ground abductive solutions. 
Given again is an abductive logic program pA and initial goal ~ Q0 based 
on ~.  
Definition 3.2. An abductive solution for ~ Q0 wrt pA is an open formula q~ 
containing only equality and abducible predicates such that 
• pA~ V(Qo~ ) 
• 3(q~) is satisfiable wrt pA. 
Obviously, a ground abductive solution can be considered a special case of an 
abductive answer: P + A ~ ~, V(O(Qo)  is equivalent with pA ~ ~ V(Qo ~ 0 A 
Comp(A °)  A FEQ(~')\FEQ('Z)). Here D is the set of nonabducible predicates; 
hence Comp(A °)  is the set of completed efinitions of all abducible predicates 
in 4. 
The two above forms of solutions provide two different compromises between 
comprehensibility and generality: an abductive solution may be more general but 
also more complex than a ground abductive solution. 
The next two sections describe how SLDNF can be extended for abductive logic 
programs, and Section 6 describes in detail how from an abductive SLDNFA-refu- 
tation abductive and ground abductive solutions can be extracted. 
4. BASIC COMPUTATION STEPS IN SLDNFA 
As was shown by Clark [7], an SLDNF computation can be understood as a process 
of deriving formulas V(Q 0 ~ ~),  with ~- Q0 the initial query and the conjunction 
composed of the unsolved goals. For SLDNFA, a similar interpretation can be 
made. The formula ~ contains two types of conjuncts: 
• For any goal ~- Q for which a derivation still needs to be computed (in the 
sequel, a positice goal), • contains the open formula Q (denoting the open 
conjunction of literals). 
• For any goal ,--- Q for which a failure tree still needs to be constructed (in 
the sequel, a negatiue goal), • contains the open formula V_~. ~- Q with X a 
subset of the variables of Q. 
SLDNFA selects unsolved positive or negative goals ~ Q and literals in ~ Q 
and rewrites these goals depending on the sort of selection. These rewrite opera- 
tions can be interpreted as theorem proving steps on ~. Resolution is applied on 
nonabducible atoms selected in positive and negative goals, as in SLDNF. Negative 
literals are deleted from positive goals and added as negative goals and vice versa, 
just as in SLDNF. Abducible atoms in positive goals are never selected: they are 
treated as residual atoms. They will be called abduced atoms. The process of 
computing an increasing set of residual abducible atoms can be understood as the 
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incremental construction of a definition for the abducible predicates. Abducible 
atoms selected in negative goals are resolved with the residual atoms in the positive 
goals. It is the latter operation that creates the most serious complications 
compared with SLDNF. 
Note that 't r contains two types of variables: free variables (universally quanti- 
fied in front of V(Q0 ~ ~)  and variables universally quantified in a conjunct of ~. 
This distinction will play a crucial role in SLDNFA. Below, we call the variables 
that appear free in • positive and the variables that appear universally quantified 
in ~ negative. Whether variables in goals in a derivation are positive or negative 
depends on the way they are introduced in the derivation. The positive variables 
(free in ~)  are either the variables of the initial goal Q0 or are the variables of 
input program clauses used for resolution with positive goals. The negative vari- 
ables (universally quantified in ~)  are the variables of program clauses used for 
resolution with negative goals. In SLDNF the same kind of distinction can be 
made. However, because of the safety of the selection in SLDNF, the two types of 
variables never occur in the same context, in the same atom. In SLDNFA, because 
of the resolution of nonground abducible atoms in negative goals with nonground 
abduced atoms, positive variables may be transmitted into negative goals and may 
occur together with negative variables. The problem is that these two types of 
variables need to be treated differently. Actually, positive variables in negative 
goals should be treated in the same way as skolem constants are dealt with in [13]. 
Compared with SLDNF, two technical problems arise. The first one is that at 
the moment that an abducible p-atom is selected in a negative goal, then in 
general, the set of residual abduced p-atoms in positive goals is, as yet, only 
partially computed. Hence, at the time it is selected, it will be impossible to 
compute all resolvents needed to obtain a complete failed tree. 
This problem is simple to solve: the failure tree below a negative goal in which 
an abducible p-atom is selected will be constructed incrementally: when new 
p-atoms are abduced in positive goals, new failure branches will be added to the 
negative goal. We illustrate this strategy with an example. 
Consider the abductive logic program PI r~, with P~ the set 
q ~r (X) ,  ~p(X)  
p (X)  *-r(b). 
The initial query is ~ ~ q, r(a). An SLDNFA-refutation is shown in Figure 1. As a 
notational convenience, we prefix positive goals with + and negative goals with - .  
Positive variables are indexed with +, negative variables are indexed with - .  The 
arcs are numbered to indicate the sequence of computation steps. In the first step, 
the selection of the negative literal ~ q results in a positive goal ~ r(a) and a 
negative goal ~ q. In step (2), the negative goal is resolved with the unique clause 
of q. In step (3), the atom r(X) in the negative goal is resolved with the residual 
atom r(a) in the positive goal. Step (4) switches the negative goal ~ ~ p(a) into 
the positive goal ~p(a), which is then resolved (step (5)). At this point, the atom 
r(b) is abduced. As a consequence, the failure tree below *--r(X), ~ p(X) has 
become incomplete and must be extended. To this end, r(b) is resolved with the 
negative goal (step (6)). Steps (7) and (8) are analogous to steps (4) and (5). An 
abductive answer that can be derived from this refutation is the formula VX.r(X) 
X = a v X = b. A ground abductive answer is the tuple (E,{r(a), r(b)}, e). 
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+~q,r(a) 
-q +ft.) 
x-  ), -p( x -  ) 
--pCa) -  pCb) 
+p(a) +p(b) 
+r(b) +r(b) 
FIGURE 1. SLDNFA-refutation of ~ . q, r(a). 
The second technical problem is more serious and is related to the interaction 
of positive and negative variables in negative goals. The following example illus- 
trates the problem. Consider the abductive logic program P2 cr), with P2 the set: 
q ~r(a,V,W),Q[V,W],  
where Q[V, W] represents any conjunction of literals with V, W as free variables. A
partial SLDNFA-derivation for ~ ~ q, r(X, b, Y) is shown in Figure 2. In step (1), 
selection of -1 q results in a positive goal with residual abduced atom r(X +, b, Y+ ) 
and the negative goal ,---q. The resolution step (2) produces the negative goal 
~ r(a,V-,W-),Q[V ,W-]. 
The formula V(Q0 ,-- ~)  that has been derived in this derivation is 
VX+,Y+.-,q Ar( X+,b,Y +) ~ (VV ,W- .~ r(a,V ,W- ),Q[V-,W- ]i 
Ar(X+,b,Y+). 
The question now is how to resolve the abduced atom r(X+,b,Y +) and the 
selected atom r(a,V , W-). These atoms have a most general unifier 0= {X += 
a, V -= b, W-= Y+ }. If classical resolution would be applied, then X + would be 
assigned the value a and the negative goal ~ Q[b, Y+] would be derived. Applying 
0 on the abduced atom would produce r(a, b, Y+). However, note that in this way, 
an important class of ground abductive answers is lost, namely, those answers 
where X + is different from a and where VV-,W .9 r(a,V-,W-)holds. 
+-,q, r(X +, b, Y+) 
-q  +r(X +, b, Y+) 
-,,(a, v-, w-), Q[v-, w-] 
? 
FIGURE 2. Partial derivation of ~ ~ q, r(X, 
b,Y). 
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SLDNFA keeps all solutions, those in which X + is not a and those in which X + 
is a and ~ Q[b, Y+] fails, by adding the atom X + = a as a residual equality atom 
to the negative goal obtained by resolution of ~r(a,V-,W ),Q[V-,W ] and 
r(X +, b,Y+). The resulting goal ~-X += a, Q[b, Y+] is displayed in Figure 3. The 
formula '¢(Q0 ~ ~)  corresponding to this derivation is 
VX, Y.~q Ar( X,b,Y) (-r( X,b,Y) A (VV, W.(-r(a,V,W),Q(V,W)) 
A( ~ X=a,Q[b,Y]) 
From this formula, a formula V(Q0 ~-T ' )  can be derived such that ~'  contains 
only abducible and equality literals: 
VX, Y.~q Ar( X,b,Y) (-r( X,b,Y) A (VV, W.~r(a,V,W)) AX ~a 
T'  is an abductive answer and represents all ground abductive answers in which 
X ¢ a. In general, it is always possible to extract an abductive answer from a 
derivation of the kind in Figure 3, in which positive goals contain only abduced 
atoms and in which each negative goal has a complete failure tree or contains an 
equality atom of the kind X ÷= t with t neither X + nor a negative variable. 
Therefore such a derivation is defined to be an SLDNFA-refutation. 
We now give a precise description of how the basic operations of unification and 
resolution are modified to take the difference between positive and negative 
variables into account. We assume that both operations get, as input terms, 
equality sets, atoms, goals or program clauses in which all variables are known to 
be positive (occurring flee in ~)  or negative (universally quantified in q~). Below, 
the concept of marked variables is formally defined. 
Definition 4.1. A marking a is a partial function of the set of variables of an 
alphabet ~ to the set { +, -}.  Given a marking a, a variable X is marked iff 
a(X) is defined. A marked atom, equality set, goal, program clause is one in 
which all variables are marked. The marking a' obtained from c~ by marking 
some set of variables V positive is defined as follows: 
• a'(X) = a(X) iff a(X) is defined and X ~ V 
• a ' (X )= + i f fX~V 
The marking c~' obtained from a by marking some set of variables V negative 
is defined analogously. 
Hence the notation X + in a term means that a(X) = + with respect o the given 
marking c~. 
+-,q, r(X +, b, Y+) 
-q_ +r(X +, b, Y+) 
-r(., v-, w-), QlV-, w-I 
-X  + = a, Q[b, Y+] 
FIGURE 3. SLDNFA-refutation of 
r(X, b, Y). 
~q,  
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Unification and resolution get as input a marking a of variables, and terms, 
equality sets, goals, and program clauses, which are marked under o~. We stress 
that this marking is not an ad hoc feature; it is just a memo to inform unification 
and resolution in SLDNFA about the logical nature of the variables. 
Definition 4.2. Given a marking a, a marked equality set is in positive solved form 
iff it is in solved form and it contains no atoms of the form X + = Y-. 
Recall from Section 2 that equality sets in solved form are idempotent substitu- 
tions and vice versa. 
Definition 4.3. An equality set E s is a (positive) solved form of an equality set E iff 
Es is in (positive) solved form and E~ is an mgu of E. An equality set with a 
solved form is called solvable; an equality set without solved form is called 
unsolvable. Two atoms p(D, p(s) are said to be unifiable iff {t = g} is solvable. 
Here ~ =g denotes the equality set {t i = sill _< i < n}. Recall from Section 2 that E s 
is relevant wrt E. 
It is straightforward that (given some marking a)  a marked equality set has a 
solved form iff it has a positive solved form. Indeed, a positive solved form is a 
solved form and vice versa, a solved form can be turned easily into a positive solved 
form by applying a renaming that maps atoms X += Y- into Y -= X +. A formal 
proof is given in Proposition A. 1. As a consequence, a correct unification algorithm 
(e.g., [42]) can be extended to an algorithm computing a positive solved form. 
Using the notion of a positive solved form, we define positive and negative 
resolution between a marked query ~ Q and a marked program clause or atom C. 
C may be both a clause of the abductive logic program or an abduced atom. In the 
rest of this section, we assume the existence of a marking a. The concept below 
corresponds to classical resolution. 
Definition 4.4 (Positive resolution). Let ~ Q be a marked goal ~p0) ,B  and 
C -p (g)  ~ B' a marked clause, possibly atomic (B' the empty conjunction). 
Q' is derived from Q and C by positive resolution and p(D using 0 if the 
following holds: 
• 0 is a solved form of t = 
• *-- Q' is the goal 0 (~ B', B) 
We call ~ Q' the positive resolvent. 
In SLDNFA, positive resolution can be applied both when p is a nonabducible 
atom and C is one of its clauses of the program, and when p is abducible and C is 
an abduced atom. 
If E is a marked equality set in positive solved form, define E+, E as the 
subset of E of equalities having a positive variable, respectively negative variable at 
the left. 
Definition 4.5 (Negative resolution). Let ~-Q be a marked goal ~p( t ) ,  B and 
C -p (g)  ~ B' a marked program clause or a marked abducible atom (B = { }). 
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Q' is derived from ~Q and C by negative resolution on p(t) if the 
following holds: 
• t = ~ has a positive solved form E. 
• ~Q'  is the goal E_ (* - -E+,B ' ,B) .  
We call ~ Q' the negative resolvent. 
Definition 4.6. We say that s = t is irreducible when s is a positive variable and t is 
either a nonvariable term or another positive variable. 
Negative resolution will be applied to negative goals. In such a negative goal, an 
irreducible atom formulates a disequality constraint on a positive variable. Nega- 
tive resolution will never bind positive variables; instead it generates disequality 
constraints on them. 
Returning to the derivation in Figure 3: applying negative resolution on the 
negative goal ~-r(a,V-,W ),Q[V ,W ] and the abduced atom r(X+,b,Y +) 
yields the negative goal ,--X+=a,Q[b,Y+]. This negative goal formulates the 
constraint hat X and a should differ, or else that Q[b,Y +] should be false. 
Observe also that Q[b,Y ~] contains a positive variable. This shows that by 
negative resolution on abducible atoms, positive variables can be transmitted to 
negative goals. Or, even if a safe selection rule is used, positive variables are 
transmitted to negative goals by negative resolution on abducible atoms. One might 
expect therefore that if the above techniques can handle floundering abduction, 
then they must also be able to partially solve the floundering negation problem. 
This is the case, at least as far as only positive variables are allowed in selected 
negative literals. The following example illustrates this. Consider the logic program 
P~ ~, with P3 the set: 
q(X) ~pl (X)  
q(X) ~ ~p2(X)  
pl(f(a))  
p2(f (X)) .  
The initial query is ~ ~ q(X). An SLDNFA-refutation is given in Figure 4. The 
answer generated by this refutation is ~ q(X) ~ 3Y.X - - f (Y)  A Y4: a. This exam- 
ple also shows another feature of SLDNFA. In an SLDNFA-derivation, a positive 
variable may appear in several branches of the tree. As a consequence, a unifier 
computed in one node may have an effect on all other nodes. Here this is the case 
with the variable X +. The unification X + =f(Y+) at step 6 turns the negative goal 
X + =f (a )  into ~f(Y+) =f(a) .  In step 7, this goal is negatively resolved with the 
reflexivity atom. This feature that a unifier can affect all nodes in a derivation 
cannot occur in SLDNF, because of safe selection. 
The SLDNFA-refutation in Figure 4 shows that the safety condition of SLDNF 
can be weakened: positive variables may appear in selected negative literals. On 
the other hand, the following example shows that SLDNFA does not offer a 




-X  + = fCa) +p2(X +) 
7~ 61{x+ = Y(Y+)} 
-Y+ = a +O 
FIGURE 4. SLDNFA-r 
tation of +- ~ q(X). 
solution for the treatment of negative variables in positive goals. Consider the logic 
program P4 ~ }, with P4 the set: 
p ~- -~p(X) 
p(a). 
The initial query is ~ ~ q. A successful SLDNFA-refutation is given in Figure 5. 
However, P4 ~ } does not entail ~ q. In Section 11, we return to this issue. 
SLDNFA does not offer a full solution for floundering negation. In the defini- 
tion of SLDNFA-derivation, the appearance of negative variables in positive goals 
is prohibited by imposing a weak safety condition: in a selected negative literal, only 
positive variables may appear. 
We conclude the section with a remark on the relationship between positive and 
negative resolution and classical resolution. 
Proposition 4.1. For goals and program clauses that contain only positive variables, 
positive resolution and classical resolution coincide. For goals and program clauses 
that contain only negative variables, negative resolution and classical resolution 
coincide. 
The proof is trivial. This proposition is of importance for the relationship between 





4~{x- = .} 
+Q 
FIGURE 5. SLDNFA-refutation of ~- q(X). 
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To end this section, we briefly discuss the differences between the basic 
operators of the new version of SLDNFA, those of the old SLDNFA in [13], and 
those of the procedure in [25, 26]. As argued in Section 1, skolem constants in the 
old version can be interpreted as positive variables. In the old SLDNFA, there is an 
explicit abduction step that selects an abducible atom in a positive goal, skolemizes 
its variables, and adds the resulting atom to a set A. Interpreting skolem constants 
as positive variables, the skolemization is a null operation and A corresponds to a 
set of residual abduced atoms. Hence the abduction step is of no use in the new 
SLDNFA. Interpreting skolem constants as positive variables, equality reduction 
and negative resolution of the old and new SLDNFA are equivalent. If in a positive 
resolution step in the old version, a nonground term t is assigned to a skolem 
constant by the equality reduction, then all variables in t are skolemized. This is a 
null operation if one interprets skolem constants as positive variables; hence 
positive resolution in the old and new SLDNFA is equivalent. 
The iff procedure in [25, 26] is essentially an equivalence preserving rewriting 
procedure of FOL formulas, which operates by a generalized resolution step, 
namely by substituting a nonabducible atom, using its completed efinition, and 
applying a number of simplification steps. Although the procedure is formalized in 
a manner quite different from that of SLDNFA, the atomic computation steps are 
similar to the ones used in SLDNFA. The procedure also distinguishes between 
two types of variables. Where SLDNFA defines two forms of resolution, both of 
which rely on equality reduction, the iff procedure uses a simple form of resolution 
(called unfolding) without equality reduction but uses the Martinelli-Montanari 
rules as rewrite rules in a sort of glassbox constraint solver. The iff procedure has 
two distinct operations in place of negative resolution, unfolding conditions of 
implications and propagation. In addition, other simplification rules are used to 
split disjunctions, etc. The combined effect of these atomic operations is very 
analogous to SLDNFA's operation. In Section 11.5 the relationship between 
SLDNFA and the iff procedure is further investigated. 
5. THE SLDNFA PROCEDURE 
Throughout this and the following sections, we assume the presence of an abduc- 
tive logic program pA based on an alphabet E. A number of preliminary concepts 
are defined. 
Definition 5.1. A prederivation K is a tuple ((01 . . . . .  0n),T, a)  with (01 . . . . .  0,,) a 
sequence of substitutions, T a tree of labeled goals ~- Q and labeled arcs, and 
a a marking of the variables of E. Each goal is labeled positiL,e or negative. A 
goal ~ Q in the tree may or may not be labeled by a literal in ~ Q, called the 
selected literal. 
An arc from a negative goal ~L ,Q with a selected atom L arrives in a 
negative goal ~ Q' and is labeled with a program clause H ,---B (or an 
abducible atom H),  called the applied resolvendus. ~ Q' is derived from , -  L, Q 
and H ~ B (respectively, H)  by negative resolution on L. 
The sequence of substitutions in a prederivation will be the sequence of 
substitutions computed at positive resolution steps. The notion of a prederivation 
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serves as a kind of skeleton for the notion of an SLDNFA-derivation. In this 
respect, the role of a prederivation is similar to the notion of a complex tree in [1]. 
Using this concept, we can define the notion of selection and standardization apart. 
Given an abductive logic program pA and a prederivation K, a resolvendus of a 
node N in K with a nonabducible selected atom L is any program clause H ~ B 
of pA such that L and a variant of H are unifiable. If the selected atom L of N is 
abducible, then a resolvendus of N is any abducible atom L' in a positive goal of K 
such that L and L' are unifiable. For a negative goal ~ Q in K, we distinguish 
between applied resolvendi (those appearing as applied resolvendi of arcs leaving 
Q in K)  and the other, nonapplied resolvendi. 
Definition 5.2 (Selection). Given is a prederivation K. 
A first SLDNFA-selection in K is a tuple (N, L), where N is a positive or 
negative goal in K without selected literal, and L is a literal in N. If N is a 
positive goal, then L is not an abducible atom. 
An SLDNFA-reselection i K is a tuple (N, C), where N is a negative goal in 
K labeled with a selected atom L and C is a nonapplied resolvendus of N (wrt 
K and pA). 
An SLDNFA-selection in K is a first selection or reselection in K. 
In this and the following sections up to Section 9, we drop the prefix SLDNFA 
from SLDNFA-(re)selection. 
Note that an abducible atom in a positive goal cannot be selected. The only 
goals that can be selected more than once are negative goals with a selected atom 
for which different branches of the failure tree are to be explored. 
Given is a prederivation K. 
Definition 5.3 (Safety). A selection is safe iff it is a reselection or if it is a first 
selection (N,L)  such that L is not a negative literal containing negative 
variables. A selection in K is prudent iff it is safe, and if N is a positive goal and 
L is a negative literal, then all positive variables in L occur in an abduced atom 
in a positive goal. 
Definition 5.4. A program clause C' is a standardized apart variant of a program 
clause C wrt to K = ((01 . . . . .  On), T, o~) iff C' is a variant of C and the variables 
in C' appear neither in C, nor in 0l . . . . .  0 n, nor in T. 
Definition 5.5. Given is an abductive logic program pA and a prederivation 
K = ( (01  . . . . .  On) , T, a). 
Let (N, L)  be a first selection in K with N -= <-- Q. 
An SLDNFA-extension of K using first selection (N, L) is a prederivation 
K'= ((01 . . . . .  O n, 0), T', cd) such that T' is obtained from T by adding a set S 
with zero, one, or two descendants o N, marking N with selected literal L, and 
applying 0 on all goals and labels of T. a', 0 and the set of descendants S 
satisfy one of the following conditions: 
Let N be a positive goal and L an atom p(t)  with p nonabducible. 
a'  is obtained from a by marking all variables of a standardized apart 
variant C' of a program clause C ~ P positive. S is a singleton containing a
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positive goal ~ Q', which is derived by positive resolution from ~ Q and C' 
using 0. 
In all other cases 0 = e and a '  = a. Depending on the type of selection, S 
satisfies the following conditions: 
• Let N be a positive goal and L = ~ A. 
S is a pair consisting of a negative goa l  ~A and a positive goal ~ Q' 
obtained by deleting -7 A in *-- Q. 
• Let N be a negative goal and L = -~ A. 
Either S is the singleton containing one positive goal *--A, or S is the 
singleton consisting of a negative goal *-- Q' obtained by deleting -~ A in 
~-Q.  
• Let N be a negative goal and L =pOX 
S is empty)  
Let (N,C) be a reselection in K where N-  ,---Q. 
An SLDNFA-extension of  K using reselection (N, C) is the prederivation 
K' = ((01 . . . . .  On, e), T', a ' ) ,  such that T' is obtained from T by adding one 
new descendant N '  to N and labeling the arc from N to N '  with C as 
applied resolvendus. N '  is a negative goal ~ Q', which is derived as figllows. 
Recall that by definition of reselection, N has a selected atom A appearing 
in ~Q.  
• If A is nonabducible, then ~' is obtained from ~ by marking the variables 
of a standardized apart variant C' of C negatively. ~ Q' is derived from 
,-- Q and C' by negative resolution on A. 
• If A is abducible, then ce '=a and ~Q'  is derived from ~Q and C by 
negative resolution on A. 
Note that in 2 cases, one SLDNFA-der ivat ion can have different SLDNFA-ex- 
tensions: 
• When a first selection (N,L) is made with N a positive goal and L a 
nonabducible atom. There are as many SLDNFA-extensions as there are 
program clauses in pA with a head unifiable with L. 
• When a first selection (N, ~ A) is made with N - ,--- -7 A, Q' a negative goal. 
There are two SLDNFA-extensions: one extension has the positive goal 
,--A, another extension has the negative goal ,--- Q'. 
In an implementation, these situations correspond to backtracking points. In an 
SLDNFA-tree (an or-tree, to be defined in Section 9), they correspond to nodes 
with more than one descendant. 
A difference with SLDNF is that substitutions 0 computed in positive resolution 
steps are applied on all nodes of the tree. This is done because, as shown in Figure 
4, positive variables may appear in distant leaves of the tree. 
~K' and K differ by the fact thai N in K has no selected literal, whereas N in K' has the selected 
literal L. Branches of the failure tree below N are added in later stages, when N is reselected. 
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Proposition 5.1. An SLDNFA-extension of a prederivation is a prederivation. 
A prederivation with given selection has only a finite number of SLDNFA-exten- 
sions (modulo renaming), and they are easily computable. 
Using the notion of an SLDNFA-extension of a prederivation, it is easy to define 
the notion of an SLDNFA-derivation. This concept corresponds to the notion of a 
pre-SLDNF-tree in [1]. 
Definition 5.6. Let p.4 be an abductive logic program and ~ Q0 a query, both 
based on an alphabet E. An SLDNFA-derivation is defined by induction on its 
length. 
• The tuple ( ( ) ,  To, a0), with T o a tree consisting of a single positive goal 
Q0 and a 0 the marking that marks the variables of Q0 positive, is an 
SLDNFA-derivation of length 0. 
• Given an SLDNFA-derivation K of length n, an SLDNFA-extension of K 
using some safe selection in K is an SLDNFA-derivation of length n + 1. 
Proposition 5.2. Two different goals of an SLDNFA-derivation K that do not occur in 
the same branch may share positive but no negative variables. Positive goals contain 
only positive variables. The substitutions 01 . . . . .  0 n of K contain only positive 
variables. 
If an SLDNFA-derivation K is obtained using only prudent selections, then in 
addition, each positive variable in a negative goal occurs in an abduced atom. 
This proposition can be proved by a straightforward induction on the length of the 
SLDNFA-derivation; it relies on the use of safe or prudent selections. 
Just like the definition of SLDNF in [43], SLDNFA-derivations are stepwise 
extended, unlike the definition in [1], which extends all leaves at the same time. In 
our case, this choice is motivated by the fact that we deliberately want to model the 
computation process. Our choice gives the possibility of defining a selection rule 
and a fair selection rule, as in [43]. A difference between our definition and those 
of [43] and [1] is that failure trees are built node by node. The reason for this 
choice is clear: this is necessary for the treatment of selected abducible atoms in 
negative goals. For uniformity, it is done also for selected nonabducible atoms in 
negative goals. 
Definition 5. 7. An SLDNFA-derivation K is finitely failed if K contains a positive 
goal that contains a nonabducible atom without resolvendi wrt pA or if K 
contains the empty negative goal. 
Definition 5.8. Given is an SLDNFA-derivation K and a negative goal N in K. 
N is completed iff N has a selected literal L and either L is a negative literal or L 
is an atom such that each resolvendus of L wrt pA and K is an applied 
resolvendus of N. 
Definition 5.9. An SLDNFA-refutation K for a goal *- Q is an SLDNFA-deriva- 
tion K for ~ Q such that all positive leaves contain only abducible atoms and 
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+ faulty 3arnp 
11 
+power failure( ~ + ), -,backup( X +) 
-backup(X + ) 
-batt~,-y(X+, Y- ), ~unlo~e~d(g- ) 
-X  + = cl,-~unloaded(bl) 
FIGURE 6. SLDNFA-refutation of ~fau#y_lamp. 
+power failure( X +) 
all negative goals are completed or they have no selected literal and contain an 
irreducible quality atom. 
To illustrate the generic procedure, SLDNFA is applied to a small fault 
diagnosis problem. A faulty lamp problem is caused by a broken lamp or by a 
power failure of a circuit without backup, that is, a loaded battery. The only circuit 
with a battery is cl; its battery is bl. A battery is unloaded iff one of its energy 
cells is dry. This is formalized in Plamp: 
lamp( ll ) 
battery( cl,  bl)  
faulty_lamp ~- lamp(X) ,  broken(X) 
faulty_lamp ~ power fa i lure(X),  ~ backup( X ) 
backup(X)  ~ battery( X ,  Y ) , -~ unloaded(Y) 
unloaded(X) *- dry_cell(X) 
The predicates broken, power failure, drycel l  are abducible. An SLDNFA-refuta- 
tion for the goal ~faulty_lamp is presented in Figure 6. We continue to use the 
notational conventions used in Section 4 for drawing SLDNFA-derivations. The 
refutation terminates with abduced atom power failure( X +) and irreducible qual- 
ity atom X += cl, representing the solution that there is a power failure on a 
circuit X + that is not cl. Note that the solution with circuit cl and battery bl with 
a dry energy cell is implicit in this derivation: namely, in the negative goal 
*- X + = cl, ~ unloaded(b1). The extension SLDNF~ of SLDNFA defined in Sec- 
tion 10, will find this solution. 
Figure 7 presents a failed SLDNFA-derivation for the query ~--~ bro- 
ken( l l ), faulty_lamp. 
6. EXTRACTING ANSWERS FROM AN SLDNFA REFUTATION 
A straightforward way to extract an abductive solution from an SLDNFA-refuta- 
tion is by completing the abduced atoms and adding the irreducible quality atoms 
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+ ~broken( ll ), faulty damp 
+faulty_lamp -broken(f1) FIGURE 7. Failed SLD- 
4~ 2~ NFA-derivation ~bro-  
- C3 +lamp(X+), broken(X + ) ken(l 1), faulty_lamp. 
+broken( ll ) 
as constraints. For example, consider the SLDNFA-refutation for the query 
faulty_lamp in Figure 6. The only abduced atom is power failure(X). The abductive 
solution obtained this way would be 
X=c l  A VY.( powerfailure( Y) o Y= X)  
A VY.( ~ broken(Y)) A VY.( -~ dry_cell(Y)) 
This answer states that there is one circuit X with power failure, no lamps are 
broken, no battery cells are dry, and X is different from cl. 
The completion of the abductive predicates entails that precisely the abduced 
atoms are true. By allowing more atoms to be true, it might be that some negative 
goal with a selected abducible atom is no longer completed, and hence the 
conclusion of the SLDNFA-refutation might be falsified. However, it is often 
unnecessary to complete all abducible predicates. For example, in the SLDNFA- 
refutation in Figure 6, there are no negative goals with selected abducible atoms; 
hence by adding additional abducible atoms, the conclusion of the refutation 
cannot be falsified. As a consequence, the following formula is a correct and much 
more general abductive solution: 
power failure(X) A ~ X = cl. 
This solution can be derived from the SLDNFA-refutation by taking the 
completion of all abducible predicates that appear in the selected atom of a 
negative goal; for the remaining abducible predicates, no completion is applied on 
the abduced atoms. This strategy of restricted completion can be further general- 
ized. Assume that a negative goal has a selected abducible atom p(D. For this 
negative goal to remain completed when other abducible atoms are added, it 
suffices that these new p-atoms do not unify with p(D. We illustrate this with an 
example. Consider the abductive logic program p}r, pj with Ps the set: 
q ~r ( f (Z ) ) ,p (Z) .  
A refutation for the query ~ -1 q, r(f(a)), r(a) is shown in Figure 8. The negative 
goal ~-r ( f (Z - ) ) ,p (Z- )  is completed and remains completed if additional 
nonunifiable atoms (like r(a)) are abduced. A correct abductive answer that can be 
derived from this derivation is 
r ( f (a ) )  Ar(a)  A (p(a)  ofalse) A 
VZ. ( r ( f (Z ) )  o f (Z)  =/(a)  v f (Z)  = a). 
It consists of the abduced atoms, the negative goals without selected literal from 
which all nonabducible literals have been dropped, and equivalences that are 
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+-.q,~(/(.)),~(.) 
-q +r(f(a)),r(a) 
- r ( f (Z - ) ) ,p (Z - )  
-v('~) 
F IGURE 8. SLDNFA- re fu ta t ion  of  
~ q, r( f(a)) ,  r(a). 
obtained by completing all abduced atoms, but only for the selected abducible 
atoms in negative goals. Evidently, these equivalences can be simplified by reducing 
the equality atoms. We obtain 
r ( f (a ) )  A r(a) A ~p(a)  A VZ. ( r ( f (  Z ) )  ~ Z =a) .  
Below, we define a number of simple and useful concepts and notations to be 
able to formalize this form of answer. 
Given a marked formula F (wrt to the marking a)  with positive free variables 
and negative free variables Y, the formula V+(F) denotes VX.F and the formula 
V (F) denotes VY.F. 
Assume pO) is a marked atom, C 1 . . . . .  C,, marked program clauses or atoms 
P(Si) ~- Bi, and Y/ the tuple of negative variables of C i. Define 
CompDeffp(-t),{Cl,...,C~}) as the formula V (p (? )~3Y l .O=~ IAB I )V . . .V  
3Yn.(-t = ~,, A B,,). 
For a given abducible atom p(t)  and SLDNFA-derivation K with abduced 
p-atoms P(gl) . . . . .  p(Sm), we use CompDef(p(-t),K) as a shorthand for 
CompDef(p0),  {P(gl) . . . . .  P(gm)})- 
Given is an SLDNFA-derivation K = ((01 . . . . .  0,,), T, a)  for a goal ~ Q0. Below, 
0 i "  denotes 0~o... oO i. 
Definition 6.1. The abduced atom set of K is the set 2~(K) = {AIA is an abducible 
atom in a positive leaf of K}. 
The abductive residue of a goal ~Q is the goal ~L1  . . . . .  L k, where 
L l . . . . .  L k are the equality literals and abducible iiterals of ,---Q. 
The negative abductive residue set NAR(K)o f  K is the set {V--( ~ Q')I ~ Q' 
is the abductive residue of a negative goal ~ Q in K without selected literal}. 2
Of denotes 0 1..-n[var(O,, ) and is called the answer substitution generated by K. 
The abductive completion AbdComp(K) of K is the set of the completed 
definitions CompDef(p0),  K) of all selected abducible atoms p0)  of negative 
goals of K. 
The answer generated by K, denoted Ans(K), is the open formula 
0,, ~ A A(K)  A AbdComp(A) A NAR(K) .  
In Theorem 8.1, it will be proved that if K is a refutation, then Ans(K) is a 
correct abductive solution for ,--- Q0. 
2Note that the abductive residue of a negative goal without selected literal in an SLDNFA-refuta- 
tion contains at least one irreducible equality atom. 
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Ground abductive solutions can also be extracted from K. Let or be any ground 
substitution based on some extension E' of E with dom(o- )=var(A(K)A 
NAR(K)  A AbdComp(K)). The extension of E with the symbols appearing in a 
substitution o- is denoted as E~. Let A be any set of ground abducible atoms based 
on E'. Let 0a,K~ denote (~r o 0K)lvar(Q0). D is the set of nonabducible predicates. 
Definition 6.2. (~', A, 0aK~) is a ground answer derivable from K using or iff 
A D ~ ~,o ' (A(K)  A AbdComp(A) A NAR(K) )  
The skolemized answer of K is the triple (~;~,o-(A(K)),0a.~), where or 
assigns different new skolem constants to each variable of var(A(K) A NAR(K)  
A AbdComp(K)). 
Consider the SLDNFA-refutation K 6 in Figure 6. The ground abductive an- 
swers that can be derived from K 6 have the form (Y/, A, e), with A any set of 
ground abducible atoms containing at least one power failure(t), where t is a 
ground term different from cl. t must be different from cl because of the 
irreducible equality atom X=c l  in the negative goal ~X=cl , -1  unloaded( b l). 
The skolemized answer is (Z U {Cx},{powerfailure(cx)}, e). Note that the ground 
abductive solution {power failure(cl), dry_cell(bl)} is not derivable from this refu- 
tation. 
In [13], only the skolemized answer was derived from an SLDNFA-refutation. 
Fung [25] showed for the first time that many ground abductive solutions can be 
derived from an abductive refutation. This class of ground answers is defined in the 
following proposition. Given is an SLDNFA-refutation K. 
Proposition 6.1. Let or be a substitution with dom(o-) = var(A(K) A AbdComp(K) A 
NAR(K), such that each negative goal ~ Q without selected atom in K contains an 
irreducible quality atom X + = t such that o-(X) and o'(t) are nonunifiable. 
(~,  ~r (A(K)), 0a,K~) is a ground answer derivable from K using ~r. 
The proof is straightforward. Note that the skolemized answer belongs to the 
above class of ground answers. It is always possible to derive a skolemized answer 
from an SLDNFA-refutation. Hence the set of ground abductive answers is 
nonempty. It may be impossible to derive a ground answer based on E. An example 
is the query ~p wrt the program e{o r} given in Section 3. 
In Theorem 8.1, we prove that a ground answer is a ground abductive solution. 
7. CORRECTNESS OF BASIC OPERATIONS 
The proof techniques that will be used in most proofs are essentially the ones used 
in [7]: proofs by rewriting formulas by classical equivalence preserving laws such as 
commutativity and associativity of A and v ,  distributivity of A and v over each 
other and over 3 and V, and laws of De Morgan. One special aspect is that the 
proofs are for 3-valued logic. This poses no problems: the used rewrite rules are 
equivalence preserving, also in 3-valued logic. Below we summarize the other main 
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laws that are often used in the proofs: 
VX.F [X]  ~ F[t] provided that variables of t have no bounded 
occurrences in F 
F A 3X.G ~ 3X.F  A G provided X does not occur free in F 
F v VX.G ~ VX.F  v G provided X does not occur free in F 
s = t A F[s] ~ s = t/x F[t] provided that variables of s and t have no 
bounded occurrences in F 
(3X .X  = t A F[X])  ~ F[t] provided that variables of t have no bounded 
occurrences in F 
s = t ---, F[s] ~ s = t ---, F[t] provided that variables of s and t have no 
bounded occurrences in F 
(VX .X  = t --* F[X])  ~ F[t] provided that variables of t have no bounded 
occurrences in F 
All of these rules can easily be proved. Note that the latter four rules mimic the 
application of substitutions. Two of them allow the elimination of variables 
occurring in the domain of a substitution. A common property of these tautologies 
is that they make assumptions of the kind that some variables have no bound 
occurrences in certain formulas. When these rules are applied in the proofs, this 
condition will always be satisfied because of the standardization apart policy of 
SLDNFA. The effect of standardization apart is that the same variable is never 
used in different contexts and either occurs free or is bound to a single quantifier. 
It is mainly via the above tautologies that standardization apart has its role in the 
proof of the correctness of SLDNFA. 
7.1. Correctness of  Unification 
Throughout his and the following two subsections, we assume the presence of a 
marking ~. The following propositions are slight extensions of well-known results 
and are proved in Appendix A. 
Proposition 7.1. There is a terminating algorithm which for any gicen finite equality set 
E reports failure i f fE has no positiL~e soh,edform, and returns a positire soh'edform 
E~ orE  otherwise. 
Proposition 7.2. Let E be an equality set. 
(a) 3(E)  is satisfiable wrt FEQ(Z) iff there exists a ( positiL~e) soh'ed fo~n E~ of 
E. Equit~alently, ~ :~V(~ E) iff E s has no ( positiue) solued form. 
(b) Let E, Es be equality sets based on ~Z. E~ is a (positit~e) soh~ed form ore  if[" 
E, is in (positiue) solved form and ~ ~V(E~ ~ E). 
(c) For any equality set E, either FEQ(~Z) ~ 3(E) or FEQ(Z) ~ V( ~- E). 
7.2. Correctness o f  Positive and Negatiue Resolution 
In this section we prove a number of correctness results for positive and negative 
resolution. Recall that for a goal *- Q - ~ L 1 . . . . .  L, ,  the expression Q denotes 
the open conjunction L 1A ..- A L n and , -  Q denotes the open disjunction ~ L~ v 
• . .V ~L  n . 
First we define the notion of trivial resolution. 
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Definition 7.1. Let ~p(D,Q be a goal, p (~)~B a program clause. The trivial 
resolvent of ~p( t ) ,  Q and p(g) ~ B on p(~) is the goal ~- t = ~, B, Q. 
Proposition 7.3. Let ~ Q - ~ p(-t), Q' be a marked goal and C ~-p(~) ~ B a marked 
program clause. Let ~ Qt be their trivial resolvent ~ -t = ~, B, Q. 
(a) I f  ~ = -t has no solved form, then 
:~V( ~- Q,).  
(b) I f  ~ Qp is obtained by positive resolution of ~ Q and C on p(-t) using O, then 
>.:V[ Q, ~ 0 A Qp]. 
(c) Let <-- Qn be a negative resolvent of ~- Q and C. 
~ ~V+ [V- (Q,) ~ V- (e -  Q, ) ] .  
PROOF. The proof is an easy consequence of the equivalence of an equality set and 
its solved form. (a) follows immediately from Proposition 7.2(a). For (b), let E~ = 0 
be the solved form of t = ~ used to obtain e- Qp. By Theorem 7.2(b), it holds that 
~x-t=~ AB A Q' ~-* EsAB A Q ' 
 EsAE (BAQ') 
~-~ OAQp. 
This yields (b). To obtain (c), consider again the equivalence 
~y- t=~ABAQ'  OEsABA Q' 
Negate the formulas in the equivalences. Recall from Section 4 that E~ = E~ + U E~.  
By universally quantifying the negative variables, and eliminating the negative 
variables in dom(E s ), we obtain 
~:~V (~- t=~,B ,Q)  oV  (~Es+,Es_ ,B ,Q)  
~V (~Es+,Es_ (B) ,E~_(Q) )  
~V (~Q.) .  
Proposition 7.4. Let ~ Q - ~p(t ) ,  Q' be a positively marked goal. (a) Let ~ Qp be 
derived from *-- Q and a positively marked standardization apart variant C of a 
program clause of P A by positive resolution on p( t ) using O. Then 
~V + ( 0 (Q)  ~- Qp ) e- CompDef( p, P A ). 
(b) Assume that <-- Q1 . . . . .  <-- Qm are all goals that can be obtained by positive 
resolution on p(-t ) of *- Q and positively marked and standardized apart variants 
C~ . . . . .  C m of clauses of the definition of p, using substitutions 0 a . . . . .  0 m. It holds 
that 
~zzzV+(O~-") :~]var, Q, (0 '  A O l )  V ...  V ::::l]var(Q,(0 m A Ore))  
CompDef(p,  P A ). 
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PROOF. (a) follows straightforwardly from (b): drop all disjuncts of the right side of 
the equivalence xcept one, move existential quantifiers as universal quantifiers to 
the front, and then eliminate the substitution O. 
(b) Let C m + ~,..., C, be positively marked and standardized apart variants of the 
other clauses of the definition of p with a head not unifiable with A. Construct a 
variant V.~.p( iY)~ ~[.~] of CompDeffp,  P A) using the sequence C l . . . . .  C,. It 
does not share variables with <---Q. Substitute q/f?] for p(t) in Q. This is 
equivalence preserving because variables quantified inside A[.~] do not occur in Q, 
because of the standardization apart. Distribute conjunction of Q over disjunction 
and existential quantifiers of qr[?]. Now we obtain the formula V+(Q~ 
3I~,r(o)(Q~) v -.. v 3lvar(Q)(Q~) with Q~ trivial resolvents. 
Then (b) follows straightforwardly using Proposition 7.3(a + b). 
Proposition 7.5. (a) Let ~-Q' be the negative resoluent of a marked goal ~p(?) ,Q  
and a marked program clause C. The following formula is a tautology: 
#~V+[V (<--p(-t),Q)AV-(CI-->V (Q')] .  
(b) Let *-- Q - *--p(-t),Q' be a marked goal and C1, . . . ,C,  a set of marked 
program clauses with p in the head. Let *-- Qa . . . . .  ~ Q, be the trivial resoluents of 
Q and C 1 . . . . .  C, on p(-t). The following is a tautology: 
~V+[V-(<--Q)~V (<--QI)A...A v (e--Q.)) 
CompDef(p(}) ,  {C, . . . . .  C,} )]. 
PROOF. (a) The formula V (C) is logically equivalent o V - (~ p(~) ---, -~ B). Given 
this statement, (a) can be proved as follows: 
~V (~p(}) ,Q)AV (C) 
(*--'t=g,p(-t),Q) by subsumption 
substituting for ? 
usingV (~p(g)~ ~B)  
By Proposition 7.3(c), the proposition follows. 
(b) Let CompDef(p(?),{C 1 . . . . .  C,}) be of the form V;~.p(?),--,1q[~] v ... v 
It, f?]. Substitute --Tp(?) with -,1rift] A ... A 1t~[t]. Distribute disjunction and 
universal quantifiers of V (~ Q) over the conjunction. One obtains conjuncts of 
the form 
The desired formula is now obtained by moving the inner universal quantitiers to 
the outside. This is equivalence preserving because the inner quantifiers quantify 
over variables that do not appear in ~ Q'. [] 
8. SOUNDNESS OF SLDNFA 
Let p A be an abductive logic program, 
refutation for ~- Q0- 
Qo a query. Let K be an SLDNFA- 
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Theorem 8.1 (Soundness). (a) It holds that 
pA ~ :~V(Qo ,__ Ans(K) ) .  
( b ) Moreover, 3(Ans(K)) is satisfiable wrt p A. 
( C ) Let ( Z', A, O f, ~ ) be a ground answer derived from K using substitution o'. It 
holds that 
P + a  ,v(0G(Q0)) 
(d) Moreover, P + A has a Z'-model. 
Often an abductive solution is required to be minimal wrt some preference 
relationship. We cannot prove such a minimality result. However, we will be able to 
prove a weaker result that if SLDNFA (or one of its variants) terminates, then all 
minimal solutions wrt certain preference relations have been found. 
Lemma 8.1. (a) Let Qr be the root goal of K. It holds that Qr = Of(Qo). 
(b) ~ V(Q0 *-- Ans(K)) ~ V(Qr *-- A(K) A AbdComp(K) A NAR(K)) 
PROOF. (a) can be straightforwardly proved by an induction on the length of K. 
(b) Starting from V(Q0 *--Ans(K)), eliminate all variables in dom(0f) .  The 
result is V(Q~ *-- A(K) A AbdComp(K) A NAR(K)). [] 
This lemma shows that to prove Theorem 8.1(a), it suffices to prove pA ~ :~V(Qr 
dffK) A AbdComp(K) A NAR(K)). To prove this we will show that, given pA 
and A(K)A AbdComp(K)A NAR(K), each node N (including the leaves) is 
entailed by the conjunction of its descendants. By a simple induction on the depth 
of a node, it is then possible to derive Q~ from dl(K) A AbdComp(K) A NAR(K). 
Definition 8.1. The meaning /#(N)  of a node N of K is an open FOL formula, 
defined as follows: 
• if N is a positive goal *-- Q, then ~ ' (N)  is the open conjunction Q 
• if N is a negative goal *- Q, then ~ ' (N)  is V (*-- Q). 
Lemma 8.2. Let K be an SLDNFA-derivation. For every positive goal N in which a 
literal is selected and for every negative goal N in which a negative literal is selected, 
if N has descendants N1,... ,  N m (m >_ 0), it holds that pA ~ ~V+(~t,(N) ~¢,(N1)  
A ... A.,K(Nm)). 
PROOF. The proof is by induction on the length n of the SLDNFA-derivation. For 
n = 0, nothing is to be proved. Assume that the lemma holds for SLDNFA-deriva- 
tions of length n - 1. Let K be an SLDNFA-derivation of length n - 1, and K' an 
SLDNFA-extension of K using a selection in K'. We prove the lemma for K'. 
K' is obtained from K by applying a substitution 0 of positive variables on all 
nodes and arcs of K and adding one or more descendants o the selected node N. 
So for all nonleaf nodes N except he selected one, with descendants N 1 . . . . .  Nm, it 
has to be proved that pA ~ :~V+(0(~f(N) ,_~t,(N1) A -" A~(Nm))). By induction, 
we know that pA ~ zV+ (~/ (N)  ~_~/(N1) A -'- A~#(Nm)). Application of a substitu- 
tion 0 to universally quantified variables preserves a logical consequence, provided 
that the newly introduced variables do not occur bounded inside the formula. The 
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variables that are possibly bound in ~t'(N), ~t'(N/) are negative variables, while 0 
introduces only positive variables (Proposition 5.2). 
So it suffices to consider only the last selected node in K. Assume that new 
descendants N 1 . . . .  , N m are added to N. 
Assume that a first selection (N, L) is used in K to obtain K', with N - *- L, Q. 
If N is a positive goal and L is a negative literal, then the formula to be proved 
is V+(L/x Q ~L  A Q). This is a tautology. Assume that N is a positive goal and L 
is a nonabducible p-atom. Then N has one descendant, a positive resolvent ,~- Q'. 
Proposition 7.4(a) shows that ~ ~V+(0(L/x Q) ~ Q') ~ CompDettp, pA). 
Assume that N is a negative goal and L = -, A a negative literal. Because the 
selection is safe, A does not contain negative variables. There are two possible 
extensions of K. It must be proved that V+(V (~ ~ A, Q) ~A)  and V+(V ( 
A, Q) ~ V-(  ~ Q)). Both formulas are tautologies, ince A contains no negative 
variables. 
Note that the proof of this lemma is based on the safe selection condition. 
Lemma 8.3. Let K be an SLDNFA-derivation and N a completed negative goal 
Q - *--p(-t),Q' with selected atom p(-t) and descendants N 1 . . . . .  N m (m >_ 0). 
Assume that the applied resolvent of  the arc from N to N i is C i. 
l f  p is non-abducible then it holds that: 
:~V + [ (~ ' (N)  o J / / (N1)  A "" A./#'(Nm) ) *-- CompDef(p,  pA)] .  
l f  p is abducible then it holds that: 
~V + [ (~{(N)  ~ ' (N1)  A "" /x,Ct'(Nm) ) *-- CompDef (p( t ) ,  K)] .  
PROOF. (a) Let ~ Q[ be the trivial resolvent of ~ Q and C i if p is abducible, or 
otherwise of ~ Q and a negatively marked variant of C i, sharing no variables with 
Q. We prove first that 
The proof is by induction on the length of K. For n = 0, nothing is to be proven. 
Assume that the lemma holds for SLDNFA-derivations of length n - 1. Let K be 
an SLDNFA-derivation of length n - 1, and K' an SLDNFA-extension of K using 
a selection in K. 
By the induction hypothesis, it holds that for any trivial resolvent Q[ of ,--Q 
and (a variant of) C i that ~ ~V÷[V (~-Q~)~, ' (N / ) ] .  We must prove that this 
equivalence is maintained under the application of the substitution 0n computed at 
the nth step. This is analogous to Lemma 8.2. 
Second, assume that a reselection (N,C i) is made in K and K is extended by 
appending N/ to N. Then (a) follows directly from Proposition 7.3(c). 
(b) Let C 1 . . . . .  Cg be the abduced p-atoms in K if p is abducible, or negatively 
marked and standardized apart variants of the program clauses of Def(p, P'~) if p 
is non-abducible. Obviously, CompDef(p(?), {C a . . . . .  Co}) is CompDeff p(t), K) if p 
is abducible or an instance of CompDeffp, P A) (modulo renaming) if p is 
nonabducible. 
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Let ~ Qj be the trivial resolvent of ~ Q and C:. By Proposition 7.5(b), it 
follows that 
A v -  
CompDef(p(t) ,  {C 1 .... , Cg})]. 
Because N is completed, for any C: that does not correspond to an applied 
resolvendus of N, *-- Qj contains an unsolvable quality set. By Proposition 7.3(a), 
V-( ~- Q)  can be dropped from the conjunction. There is a one-to-one correspon- 
dence between the remaining C/s and the applied resolvendi of N. Given this 
correspondence, the proposition follows directly from (a). [] 
Proposition 8.1. Let K be an SLDNFA-refutation. For every N with descendants 
N 1 . . . . .  N m (m >_ 0), it holds that 
pA ~ V+ [(~t'(U) ~-ft'(N,) A. . .  A~'( Nm) ) 
A(K) A AbdComp(K) A NAR(K)] .  
PROOF. Let N be any node in K with descendants N 1 .... , N m (m > 0). The proof 
is by a case analysis. 
• If N is a positive nonleaf goal or a negative goal with a negative selected 
literal, then the proposition follows directly from Lemma 8.2. If N is a 
completed negative goal, then the lemma follows from [,emma 8.3. 
• If N is a positive leaf, then N is a goal *--Q with only abduced atoms. 
Obviously, ~ ~V+[Q ¢--- A(K)]. 
• I f  N - <-- Q is a negative goal without selected literal, then NAR(K) con- 
tains the abductive residue ~ Q' of ~ Q. Clearly, m ~V+[V-(~ Q) 
V ( ,-  Q')]. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 8.1(a). 
Let K be an SLDNFA-refutation for the goal Q0. Using Proposition 8.1, a 
simple induction on the depth of the nodes in the refutation allows us to prove that 
for each node N, 
pA ~ ~V + [Me(N) ,__ A(K) A AbdComp(K) /x NAR(K)] .  
This holds afortiori for the root of the tree, for which ~t'(N) is Qr. Then (a) 
follows directly from Lemma 8.1(b). [] 
PROOF OF THEOREM 8.1(c + d). 
(d) The consistency of P + A based on ~' follows from Theorem 2.1. 
(c) We show that P + A ~ x,V(0a,r¢(Q0)). 
Take any X'-model M of P + A. First we prove that M is a E'-model of pA or 
equivalently, that M ~ FEQ('d,') u Comp(P A) u Abd2(PA). Given that Comp(P A) 
G Comp(P+A)  and FEQ('d,)c_FEQ('£,') and the monotonicity of FOL (even 
under 3-valued semantics), it suffices to show that any abductive predicate p has a 
2-valued interpretation. This is the case, because the left of the equivalence 
CompDef(p, A) contains only equality atoms, which have a 2-valued interpretation 
in M. 
By Theorem 8.1(a), it follows that M ~ V+(Qr <--- A(K)/x AbdComp(K)/X 
NAR(K)). Consider the substitution tr. Note that Of,~(Qo)= tr(Qr); this follows 
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from Lemma 8.1(a) and the definition of 0f~. Since (E ' ,A ,0 f~)  is a ground 
answer, M~o-(A(K)AAbdComp(K)ANAR(K) ) .  Hence M~V+(o-(Q~)) .  [] 
PROOf Of THEOREM 8.1(b). 
We should prove that there exists a Z-model M' and variable assignment V 
such that M ~ V(Of A A(K) A AbdComp(K)  A NAR(K)).  
Recall that there is at least one ground answer (E,~, A ,  0f:,) derivable from K, 
for example, the skolemized answer. For one ground answer, we use the E,:model 
M that was constructed in the proof of Theorem 8.1(c). It holds that M ~ ~r(~(K) 
A AbdComp(K)  A NAR(K)).  
Define the variable substitution V with domain dom(~r) as follows: for each 
X - t ~ or, define V(X) =.VM(t); that is, V(t) is the interpretation of t. Obviously, 
M ~ V(A(K)/~ AbdComp(K)/~ NAR(K)).  We should further extend V for all 
variables of of" such that M~ V(Of). 
Note that any variable in dom(0f )  appears neither in A(K)/x AbdComp(K)  A 
NAR(K)  nor in ran(0f) .  For any variable X in ran(0 f )  not appearing in dora(V), 
select an arbitrary domain element x of M and define V(X)=x.  Next, for any 
atom X- t  ~ Of, define V(X)=3f~t(V(t)). Obviously, M ~ V(Of ). 
Finally, define M '= M],:. M' is a Z-model of p A. M' and V are the desired 
model and variable substitution. E] 
9. COMPLETENESS OF SLDNFA 
Throughout his section we assume the presence of an abductive logic program P ~ 
based on E. To formulate the completeness results, the concept of an SLDNFA-tree 
is needed. This tree represents the search tree of an SLDNFA-procedure. 
Definition 9.1. A partial SLDNFA-tree for a query ~- Qc~ is a tree in which each 
node N is an SLDNFA-derivation K for ~-Q0- The root is the SLDNFA- 
derivation of length 0, and if N is a nonleaf with an SLDNFA-derivation K, 
then there exists a selection in K and the descendants of N are precisely the 
SLDNFA-extensions of K using the selection. 
An SLDNFA-tree for a query Q0 is a partial SLDNFA-tree such that each 
leaf is a failed SLDNFA-derivation or an SLDNFA-refutation. 
Branching in an SLDNFA-tree occurs when an SLDNFA-derivation has more 
than one SLDNFA-extension using a given selection. So branching occurs only 
when a nonabducible atom is selected in a positive goal or when a negative literal 
is selected in a negative goal. 
Below we define the concept of a state formula associated with an SLDNFA- 
derivation and the concept of an explanation formula associated with a partial 
SLDNFA-tree. 
Definition 9.2. Let pA be an abductive logic program, ~Q0 a query, K= 
((01 . . . . .  0,), T, a )  an SLDNFA-derivation of ~ Q0. 
The state formula State(K) of K is the open formula: 
3 Iv.r~,,,(O"'" A~(K) ) .  
where . / / (K)  denotes the conjunction of the meaning of all nodes N of K. 
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Given a finite partial SLDNFA-tree W for a goal ~ Q0, its explanation 
formula Expl(W) is 
State(K1) v . - -vState(Kg) ,  
where {K a . . . .  , Kg} is the set of all leaves of W that are not failed. 
State(K) and Expl(W) contain a lot of logically redundant subformulas; this 
redundancy simplifies the proof of the completeness theorem below. As shown in 
Section 11.3, a logically equivalent and simpler formula is obtained by dropping 
~¢(N) from State(K), for each positive nonleaf goal N, for each negative goal N in 
which a negative literal is selected, and for each completed negative goal N in 
which a nonabducible atom is selected. An explanation formula Expl(W) can be 
simplified by dropping all redundant parts of all of its state formulas. 
Theorem 9.1 (Completeness). Assume that ~- Qo has a finite SLDNFA-tree W. 
(a)  pA ~ xV(Q ° o Expl(W)). 
(b) Assume that • is a formula based on X such that var(W)___ var(Q0). I f  
pA ~ ~V(Q ° ~__ xt~) then pA ~ xV(Expl(W) ~_ ~). 
(c) I f  all branches of W are finitely failed, then pA ~ ~V(~--- Q0)- 
(d) I f  P a is satisfiable with 3(Qo), then W contains a successful branch. 
(e) Let (~', A, O) be a ground abductive solution for ~ Qo. There exists an 
SLDNFA-refutation K i in a leaf of Wand a substitution tr such that o-(A(Ki)) 
~_ A. Moreover, Of~(Qo) is more general than O(Qo). 
The main completeness result is item (c), which states that SLDNFA is complete 
for failure: if there exists a failed SLDNFA-tree for an initial query, then the query 
has no abductive solutions. 
SLDNFA does not generate all ground abductive solutions or all ground 
solutions satisfying some minimality criterion such as minimal cardinality or 
minimality with respect to set inclusion. Remember that the ground abductive 
solution A = {power failure(cl),dry_cell(bl)} cannot be derived from the SLD- 
NFA-refutation in Figure 6. This solution is minimal with respect o set inclusion. 
Other examples will be given in Section 10, where two variants of SLDNFA are 
defined for which stronger completeness can be proved. 
Instead, item (e) states a weaker result that each ground abductive solution A 
contains a subset of abduced atoms that are ground instantiations of the atoms in 
A(K i) for some K i in W. Note that this does not imply that A(Ki) contains fewer 
elements than A: indeed it is possible that o- maps two or more facts of A(K i) to 
one fact of A. 
The proof of the equivalence of the initial query and the explanation formula is 
based on the following lemma. 
Lemma 9.1. For any SLDNFA-derivation K, let there be a selection in K and let 
{K 1 . . . . .  Kg} be the set of SLDNFA-extensions of K using the selection. The 
following equivalence holds: 
pA ~ vV+ (State(K) o State(K1) V "'" V State(Kg)). 
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PROOF. The proof is by a case analysis on the type of selection. Assume that K is 
an SLDNFA-derivation of length n -- 1. Below we assume that the goal N - ,--- L, Q' 
is selected in K. 
Assume that a first selection (N, L) is made with N a positive goal and L a 
nonabducible p-atom. Assume that ~Q~, . . . ,  ~---Qm are obtained by positive 
resolution of this goal with (variants of) clauses of the definition of p, using 
substitutions On I . . . . .  0~. By Proposition 7.4(b), one may add to State(K) the 
conjunct ::l[var(Q)(0n 1 A Ql) v .-. v 3Iv,r(0)(0 m A Qm). Then distribute the conjunc- 
tion and the existential quantifiers of State(K) over the disjunctions in this formula 
and move the existential quantifiers of each disjunct to the front, joining the 
existential quantifiers of State(K). One obtains m disjuncts of the form 
3lvar¢O,,)(00...n-1 A~'(K)  A 0,~ A Qi). By applying the substitution 0,i on the other 
conjuncts, one obtains State(K/). 
Assume that a first selection (N, ~ A) is made in a positive goal N. State(K) 
contains /#(N)  = ~ A A Q. State(K t) is obtained by adding two conjuncts ~ A 
and Q to State(K). Obviously, equivalence is preserved. 
Assume that a first selection (N, ~ A) is made in a negative goal N -= ~ ~ A, Q. 
Then K has an extension K~ that contains the positive goal ,---A and an extension 
K 2 that contains the negative goal ~Q.  State(K) contains ,~ ' (N)=V (~- 
A, Q). The following tautology holds: 
V+[V (~  ~A,Q)~AvV- ( , -Q) ] .  
Add A v V (~ Q) as a conjunct o State(K); distribute the conjunction and the 
existential quantifiers of State(K) over the disjunction inside this formula. One 
obtains State(K~) v State(K2). 
Assume that a first selection (N, A) is made in a negative goal with A an atom. 
State(K~) = State(K) and nothing is to be proved. 
Assume that a reselection (N,C) is made in K. K 1 is obtained by adding 
V (,---Q') with ~ Q' obtained by negative resolution of ~ A, Q and a program 
clause or abduced atom C on A. Proposition 7.5(a) shows that V ( , - -Q')  is 
entailed by V (~A,Q)  and C, if C is an abducible atom, or V(C) if C is a 
program clause. Either C is a conjunct of State(K) or V(C) is entailed by pA. This 
implies that pA ~,j+(State(K) ~ State(K1)). [] 
Lemrna 9.2. For any finitely failed derivation K, it holds that 
pA ~ ~V+(-~State(K)) .  
PROOF. A failed SLDNFA-derivation K contains the negative empty goal or a 
positive goal N containing a nonabducible atom L that is not unifiable with the 
head of any program clause. In the first case the inconsistency of State(K) is trivial. 
In the second case, since the set of SLDNFA-extensions using the selection (N, L) 
is empty, it follows from Lemma 9.1 that pA ~ ~V+(State(K) ~false). [] 
PROOF OF THEOREM 9.1. 
(a) Follows from Lemma 9.1 and Lemma 9.2 by a trivial induction on the 
number of nodes of the SLDNFA-tree. 
(b) Follows immediately from (a). 
(c) When W is finitely failed, Expl(W) =false. By (a), pA ~ ~,V(~- Q0). 
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(d) Follows immediately from (c). 
(e) We assume that new variables introduced by 0 do not occur in the 
SLDNFA-tree. This condition can always be made to hold, by renaming some 
variables. By assumption, P + zX ~ ~,V(O(Q0)). 
Intuitively, the proof goes as follows. Take a E'-model M of P + A. M is a 
model of pA. By (a), V(Q 0 ~ Expl(W)) is satisfied in M. Therefore, for some 
instance of the variables of ~ Q0 which satisfies Q0, there exists a State(K i) that is 
also satisfied. State(K/) is of the form 3Y.(0 ° '~  A~t'(K,)), so the variable assign- 
ment can be extended to the variables Y, such that 0 ° "  A~'(K~) holds. In 
particular, any abduced atom A • A(K~) is satisfied, so A must correspond to 
some abduced atom of A. So we get a relation between terms in A(K i) and in A. 
From this relation, the desired substitution can be obtained. Below, a precise 
formulation of this reasoning is given. 
We construct he model M as follows. Take the Herbrand preinterpretation f 
the language E'U {q . . . . .  Cn}, with n the number of variables in O(Qo) and 
c l , . . . ,  c n new constants. By Theorem 2.1, this preinterpretation can be extended to 
a E'-model M of P + A. Because for any abducible predicate p, the right side of 
CompDef(p, A) contains only the equality predicate, M ~ Abd2(pA). Hence M is 
model of P'~ and M ~ V(Q0 ~ Expl(I,V)). 
In M, the formula V(0(Q0)) holds. Let V be the variable assignment of 
var(0(Q0)) which assigns c~ to the variables X i of O(Qo). It holds that M~ 
V(O(Qo)). This is equivalent to M ~ V(rlZ.O A Qo), where Z = dom(0). Thus there 
exists an extension V' of V such that M~ V'(O A Qo). 
Since M~ V'(Qo), it must hold that M~ V'(State(K l) V -.. v State(K~)). 
Therefore, there exists an i such that M ~ V'(State(Ki)). State(K i) is a formula of 
the form 3Y.0 °n  A~((Ki), with Y all positive variables of Ki not appearing in 
Q0- Again V' can be extended to V" such that M ~ V"(O ° 'n  A~,'(K)). Since 0a ~i 
is a restriction of 0 °~,  M~ V"(0fi). From now on, we write 0if' simply as 0~. 
Define the following substitution: o- = {X = t IV"(X) = t A t e {q . . . .  , c~}} U {X 
=Xi lX  ~ var(0(Qo))A V"(X)  = ci}. By construction of o-, it holds for any pair s, t 
of terms that V"(t)=-V"(s) iff o - ( t ) -  o-(s). We prove that o- is the desired 
substitution, that is, first that o-(A(Ki))___ A and second that cr(Oi(Qo))= O(Qo). 
First, assume that A(K i) contains an abduced atom A =p(D. It holds that 
M ~ V"(A). Assume that CompDef(p, A) = VX.p(.,~) ~ .,~ = gt v ... v X = g~. 
Since M is a model of this definition, there must exist a j such that M ~ V"(t) = 
V"(gj). Since equality is interpreted by identity in M, V"(-t)- V"(s-j), hence 
o'0) - o-(gj). Since gj is ground, o-(p(~)).- o-(p(gj)) -p(gj)  • A. 
Second, since M ~ V"(O) and M ~ V"(Oi), we have for each term t Q° occurring 
in Q0, that M~ V"(t Qo = o(tao)) and M~ V"(t Qo = O~(tOo)). Since equality is 
identity, V"(O(Qo)) =- V"(Oi(Qo)). Hence, ~r(O(Qo)) = o-(Oi(Qo)). Since dom(o-) n 
var(0(Q0)) = { }, ~r( O(Qo)) = O(Qo). Hence ~r( Oi(Qo)) =- O(Qo). 
This concludes the proof of item (e). [] 
10. EXTENSIONS OF THE ABDUCTIVE PROCEDURE 
10.1. SLDNFA ° 
In many applications of abduction (e.g., planning), abductive solutions with mini- 
mal cardinality are preferred. Consider the following simplified planning program. 
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An action E initializes a condition p if some initial condition r(E) holds when the 
action takes place. The same type of action initializes q if a second initial condition 
s(E) holds. Moreover, if both r(E) and s(E) hold, then a third initial condition 
o(E) must hold. The problem is to find a situation in which both p and q hold. The 
abducible predicates are action, r, s. Consider e{acti . . . . . .  } with P~ the set: 
p ~ action(E), r (E)  
q ~ action(E), s(E)  
o(X) 
violated ~ action(E), r( E), s(E) ,  -7 o (E) .  
The query is ~p,  q,-1 violated. The ground abductive solution with a minimum 
number of actions is {action(sk), r(sk), s(sk)}. 
Figure 9 shows an SLDNFA-refutation for the query. This refutation is the leaf 
of an SLDNFA-tree consisting of one branch. The generated skolemized answer is 
{action(skl),r(skl),action(sk2),s(sk2)}. The answer generated by this refutation 
contains the conjunct ~ X= Y. Therefore, the ground abductive solution with 
minimum cardinality cannot be derived from this derivation. 
In this section, we define the extension SLDNFA ° of SLDNFA, which unifies 
abduced atoms with each other, and therefore computes olutions with minimum 
cardinality. The price is that the extended procedure crosses a larger computation 
tree. Our formulation of the extended algorithm allows a compromise between the 
improved completeness and the larger computation tree. It provides the opportu- 
nity to specify exactly for which abducible predicates the improved completeness 
should be obtained. The other abducible predicates are dealt with as in SLDNFA. 
The special abducible predicates will be called strongly abducible. 
+ ~._pp, q  -~violated 
11 
+act ion(  X + ), + ), q_, v olat d 
+action(X +), r(X +), act£on(Y +), s(Y +), -,viotated 
+action(X+), r( X +), action(Y+), s( Y +) -violated 
- -  • _ - -  - -  ~._  ~ ~( ), ~o( E- ) 
-,.(X+),~X÷),-,o(X+) -"(r+)'4g+)'9~ -,o(g+) 
-s(x+~l-,o(x+ ) -x+= Y+,s(y+),-,o(Y+) 
-y+ = X +, -,o(X +) 
FIGURE 9. SLDNFA-refutation of ~ p, q, ~ false. 
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Below we assume the existence of an abductive logic program pA,SA with two 
different types of undefined predicates: abducible predicates A and strongly 
abducible predicates SA and SAn A = { }. SLDNFA°-resolution is an extension of 
SLDNFA-resolution in which strongly abduced atoms in positive goals can also be 
selected. 
Definition 10.1 (Selection). Given is a pre-derivation K. A (first) SLDNFA- 
(re)selection in K is a (first) SLDNFA°-(re)selection i  K. A tuple (N, A), 
where N is a positive goal without selected literal and A is a strongly abducible 
literal, is a first SLDNFA°-selection in K. 
Below, we drop again the prefix "SLDNFA °'' from SLDNFA°-selection. 
The next concept o be defined is the notion of an SLDNFA°-extension of a 
prederivation K. 
Definition 10.2. Given is a prederivation K = ( (01 , . . .  , On) , T, a). 
Let (N, A) be a first selection in K, such that N - ~ Q is a positive goal and 
A a strongly abducible atom. Let ~ Q =- ~A,Q '  and A -p (D .  
An SLDNFA°-extension of K using first selection (N, A) is a prederivation 
K' = ((01 . . . . .  0,, O),T', a), such that T' is obtained from T by adding zero, one 
or more descendants o N, marking N with selected literal A and applying 0 on 
all nodes and labels of T. 0 and the set of descendants S satisfy one of the 
following conditions: 
• Either there exists an atom p(g) in a positive goal of K such that ~ ~ i. 0 is a 
solved form of t = g and S = {N'}, with N' the positive goal ~ O(Q'). 
• Or 0 = e and for any abduced atom p(g) in a positive goal of K such that 
~g and K contains no negative goal ~g=t  nor ~t=g,  S contains a 
negative goal ~ i = ~. 
An SLDNFA°-extension of K using any other type of selection is an SLDNFA- 
extension of K using that selection. 
SLDNFA ° differs from SLDNFA in its treatment of strongly abducible atoms, by 
allowing that either resolution with existing abduced facts is performed, or that an 
abduced fact is asserted to be different from the other abduced facts. 
The definition of SLDNFA°-derivation is analogous to that for SLDNFA-deriva- 
tion. 
Definition 10.3. An SLDNFA°-refutation K for a goal ~ Q0 is an SLDNFA °- 
derivation that satisfies the same conditions as an SLDNFA-refutation. In 
addition, we require that for any pair p(~), p(g) of different abduced atoms such 
that p is strongly abducible, K contains a negative goal ~ i = g or ~ g = i. 
The definitions of (partial) SLDNFA°-tree, state, and explanation formula 
remain unaltered. Below we prove a soundness and completeness theorem for 
SLDNFA °. With respect o the semantics, there is no difference between abducible 
and strongly abducible predicates. We define Comp(P A, SA) = Comp(P A u SA ). 
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Theorem 10.1. SLDNFA ° satisfies the soundness results of Theorem 8.1. SLDNFA ° 
satisfies the completeness results of Theorem 9.1. In addition to item (e), ~r maps 
distinct atoms of A( K i) to distinct atoms of A. 
Hence, for each ground abductive solution (E', A, 0), each finite SLDNF4°-tree 
W contains an SLDNFA°-refutation K i, such that the skolemized answer of K i 
contains less strongly abducible atoms than A. 
PROOF. Let ~ Q - ~ A,Q'  be a positive goal in which a strongly abducible atom 
A =pO)  is selected. Assume that a set of abduced atoms {A 1 . . . . .  Ag} occurs in K, 
such that Aj . . . . .  Ag unifies with A. By positively resolving ~ Q and A i =p(gi) 
(1 _< i _<g), one computes positive resolvents ~ Qi and solved forms 0 i of t = ~i. 
For the completeness, the following equivalence is important: 
~V+(Q<--> (Ol A Ol A OI(A1))v ... v (Og A OgA Og(Ag)) 
This equivalence is easy to obtain. Consider the following tautology: 
By adding this tautology to Q as a conjunct, then moving its disjunction outside the 
conjunction, substituting the equality sets by their solved form, and applying the 
solved form on Q, we obtain the stated equivalence. 
From this equivalence the following implications can easily be derived. 
~2V+(Oi(Q) ~---Qi A Oi(Ai) ) (1 <_i<_g) 
~,zV+(Q<-- -AAQ'A ~t=~,  A' ."  A ~t=~g) .  
The latter two tautologies extend Lemma 8.2 for the case where in a positive goal a 
strongly abducible atom is selected. From the extended lemma, the soundness of 
SLDNFA ° follows in the same way as Theorem 8.1. 
The above equivalence allows us to extend Lemma 9.1 for the case where a 
positive goal and a strongly abducible atom are selected in K. From this, the 
correctness of the explanation formula follows (as in Theorem 9.1(a)). Using this 
result, the statements (b), (c), (d) and (e) of Theorem 9.1 follow directly for 
SLDNFA °. 
Finally, we need to prove that for any pair of different strongly abduced atoms 
p(g), p0)  in A(Ki), o-(p(£)) and o-(p0)) are different. 
Observe that Ki contains the negative goal <---~ = t or ~ t = ~. Take M and V" 
as in the proof of Theorem 9.1(e). Recall that M ~ V"(V (s = t)). 
Verify that M~ V"(o-). Hence M~ V"(V (o-(s) = o-(t))). As a consequence, 
o-(s) and o-(t) cannot be identical. Hence A(K i) and the skolemized answer 
contain less strongly abduced atoms than A. [] 
10. 2. SLDNFA + 
SLDNFA ° finds a ground abductive answer with minimal cardinality and therefore 
is a good candidate for use in planning. However, neither SLDNFA nor SLDNFA ° 
can find all minimum ground abductive solutions with respect o set inclusion. An 
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example is found in the faulty lamp problem (Section 5). Consider the SLDNFA- 
and SLDNFA°-refutation K 6 in Figure 6. As argued in Section 6, the ground 
answers derivable from this refutation have the form (~', A, e), with A any set of 
ground abducible atoms containing at least one atom power failure(t), where t is a 
ground term different from cl. {power failure(cl),dry_cell(bl)} is a minimum 
ground abductive solution (wrt set inclusion) not derivable from this refutation. 
SLDNFA can easily be extendrd to find minimum solutions wrt set inclusion. 
SLDNFA+-resolution is an extension of the SLDNFA-resolution, which provides a 
different treatment for irreducible atoms in negative goals. The extended 
SLDNFA+ has the more interesting completeness property that for any abductive 
solution A, there exists a generated solution A(K) and a substitution or that maps 
A(K) into A, but in addition o-(A(K)) can be proved to be a ground abductive 
solution for the query. 
The notions of (first) SLDNFA÷-(re)selection are defined in a way that is 
identical to that of (first) SLDNFA-(re)selection. 
Definition 10.4. Given is a prederivation K = ((01 . . . . .  On), T, a). 
Let (N,X+=t)  be a first selection in K, such that N-~X+=t ,Q ' is a 
negative goal and X += t is an irreducible atom. 
An SLDNFA+-extension of K, using first selection (N, X + = t), is a prederiva- 
tion K' = ((01 . . . . .  O n, 0), T', a'), such that T' is obtained from T by adding one 
descendant N' to N, labeling N with selected literal X += t and applying 0 on 
all nodes and labels of T. a', 0, and N' satisfy one of the following conditions: 
• Either 0 = e and N' is a negative node containing ~ X + = t. 
• Or there exists a substitution 6 = {Y- = ZrIY-  is a negative variable in t and 
Z r is a fresh variable not appearing in K}. a'  is obtained from a by 
marking all variables Z r positive. 0 = {X += 6(t)}, and N' is a negative node 
with goal 0(6( ~ Q')). 
An SLDNFA+-extension of K using any other type of selection is an SLDNFA- 
extension of K using that selection. 
The definition of SLDNFA+-derivation remains unaltered. 
Definition 10.5. An SLDNFA+-refutation K for a goal ~ Q0 is an SLDNFA+- 
derivation that satisfies the same conditions as an SLDNFA-refutation. In 
addition, we require that all negative leaves in K without selected literal contain 
atomic irreducible quality goals. 
Figure 10 presents an SLDNFA+-refutation for the goal ~faulty_lamp, which 
generates the solution with the dry battery. 
The definitions of (partial) SLDNFA+-tree, state, and explanation formula 
remain unaltered. An SLDNFA÷-tree is larger than the corresponding SLDNFA- 
tree. Often SLDNFA+ will loop while SLDNFA does not. As a trivial example, 
consider the program P7 (/, with P7 the set: 
p~p 
q(a) ~p.  
The query ~ -7 q(X) has a finite SLDNFA-tree but has no finite SLDNFA÷-tree. 
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+ faulty_lamp 
+power failure( X + ), -~backup( X +) 
-backup(X +) +power.failure(X + ) 
-bat t~(  x +, v -  ), -.~,~loaa~a(v- ) 
-X  + = cl, ~unloaded(bl) 
5~{x + = cl} 
- ~unloaded( b l ) 
+ unloaded( b l ) 
+dry_cell(bl) 
FIGURE 10. SLDNFA-refutation of ~p.  
Theorem 10.2. SLDNFA + satisfies the soundness result as formulated in Theorem 8.1 
for SLDNFA and the completeness results as formulated in Theorem 9.1 for 
SLDNFA. 
In addition, for any ground abductive solution ("Z', A, 0), each finite SLDNFA +- 
tree W contains a refutation K i from which a ground answer ('Z", A', 0') is derivable, 
such that A' c A. 
Moreover, if W is obtained by using prudent selections only, then "Z" c_ E' and 
O'(Qo) is more general than O(Qo). 
The example below shows that if W is not obtained by using prudent selections, 
then it cannot be guaranteed that E"c_ E', or that O'(Qo) is more general than 
O(Qo). Consider the following logic program (without abducible predicates), based 
on an alphabet E with predicates p, d and constant a: 
q(X)  ~d(X)  
q (X)  ~- ~d(X)  
d(a). 
Verify that (E,( }, e) is a ground abductive solution for the query ~q(X) .  This 
query has a simple unique SLDNFA-tree W, which is also the unique SLI)NFA °- 
and SLDNFA+-tree. It contains two refutations, the first of which returns X = a, 
and the second of which returns the disequality constraint ~ X = a. In all ground 
answers (E',{ }, 0) that can be derived from each of these refutations, 0(X)  is 
ground, and if O(X) is not a, then E' is a strict superset of E. 
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PROOF. Let *--Q be a marked goal of the form ~X +=t ,Q '  with X +=t  an 
irreducible atom. Define 6 = {Y- = Z~,IY is a negative variable in t and Z,~ is a 
new positive variable not appearing in Q} and let Z be ran(6). 
Let e- Q" be 0(6(~ Q')) where 0 = {X += 60)}. 
We start by proving the following equivalence: 
~z~V+[V- (~-Q)~V- (<- -X+=t)  V3Z.0AV (~-Q") ] .  
Clearly, the formula V+(V (-7 X + = t) v 35 .0)  is a tautology. Using this tautology 
one can derive that 
 v+[v 
In the first disjunct, V- (  ~- Q) is subsumed by V- (  -1 X + = t) and can be dropped. 
In the second disjunct, substitute X + by 6(t) in ~-Q. One obtains qZ.OA 
V-(  ~ 6(t) = t, Q'). 6 is obviously a solved form of 60)= t. Hence, by Theorem 
7.2(b), one can substitute this disjunct by 3;~.0 A V-(  ,--- 6, Q'). Finally, by eliminat- 
ing the negative variables of dora(6) in V- ( ~ 6, Q'), we obtain 3Z. 0 A V ( ~ Q"). 
From the above equivalence the following two implications can be derived in a 
straightforward way: 
~ ~V+ [V- (~-  Q) *- V (~X+= t)] 
~ ~V+ [0(V (~ Q)) ~ V- (~ O")].  
These two tautologies extend Lemma 8.2 for the case where in a negative node an 
irreducible atom is selected. From the extended lemma, the soundness of 
SLDNFA+ follows in the same way as Theorem 8.1. 
The above equivalence allows us to extend Lemma 9.1 to the case where an 
irreducible atom is selected in a negative goal. From this the correctness of the 
completeness Theorem 9.1 follows. 
Consider any ground abductive solution (Z', 2x, 0). Take a Herbrand model of 
p + A of the language ~'U {c I . . . . .  cn}, a refutation K i in the SLDNFA+-tree W, 
and V" as in the proof of Theorem 9.1(e). Note that V" is a ground substitution of 
the variables of A(K i) AAbdComp(MKi ) )A  NAR(Ki). By its construction, 
V"(A(Ki)) c A. 
We verify that V" and ('Zv,,, V"(A(Ki)), OAK,#,,) is a ground answer derivable from 
K i using V". V" is by construction a ground variable substitution of the variables 
of A(K i) A AbdComp(A(Ki)) A NAR(Ki). It suffices to show that for each negative 
goal without selected atoms ~X += t in K~, V"(X+),V"(t) are not unifiable. It 
holds that M ~ V ( *-- V"(X +) = V"(t)); hence V"(X+), V"(t) cannot have a uni- 
fier. By Lemma 6.1, (Y-v", V"(A(Ki)), OaK, I/') is a ground answer derivable from K i. 
Finally, assume that W is obtained by using only prudent selections. By Proposi- 
tion 5.2, each positive variable Z + appearing in NAR(Ki) occurs in A(Ki). Since 
V" maps atoms of A(K i) to abduced atoms of A based on ~', V"(Z) is based on ~', 
and by the construction of ~r, ~r(Z) =- V"(Z) is a ground term based on ~'. As a 
consequence, (~,  o-(A(Ki)), 0a,~) also satisfies the conditions of Lemma 6.1. By 
construction of o-, ~_c  ~,' and Of,~(Qo) = O(Qo). [] 
Observe that the modifications to SLDNFA in SLDNFA ° and SLDNFA+ stand 
orthogonal to each other. That is, they can be combined into a new procedure 
SLDNFP~+. This procedure is sound, and as a completeness result it can be stated 
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that it generates both skolemized answers with minimal cardinality and that all 
minimal ground abductive solutions wrt set inclusion can be derived from an 
SLDNFA~+-tree. We obtain a (still primitive) framework of abductive procedures, 
in which a number of parameters can be set to fit the abductive procedure to the 
problem under consideration. 
11. DISCUSSION 
11.1. Implementation f SLDNFA 
SLDNFA is an effective procedure and a prototype has been implemented. The 
prototype has been extended with a constraint solver for the theory or linear order. 
As argued in [18], the prototype can be used as a general temporal reasoner and as 
an abductive planner for abductive vent calculus (where the linear order is the 
order < on time points). Denecker et al. [18] apply the system to some planning 
problems and to some well-known temporal reasoning benchmark problems. The 
procedure uses SLDNFP~, with the predicate happens/1 as strongly abducible 
predicate. As a consequence, the procedure generates plans with a minimum 
number of events. The prototype is implemented as an enhanced vanilla meta-pro- 
gram on top of Prolog. 
Our experience with the use of the prototype for planning has highlighted the 
need for an intelligent control strategy. Our initial implementation used the 
straightforward depth first, left to right control strategy. In many examples, the sys- 
tem entered an infinite branch of the search tree. We have solved this looping 
problem by using an iterative deepening regime. We plan to integrate other 
techniques that would avoid the looping and increase the efficiency, such as loop 
detection, intelligent control, and intelligent backtracking. 
An extension of the prototype with a finite domain constraint solver and with 
higher order cardinality and sum operators has been used successfully to schedule 
maintenance tasks in power plants. In this realistic problem, the cardinality and 
sum operators are used to express the higher order constraints that the number of 
power units in maintenance in any week may not exceed a certain number, or, 
respectively, that the total capacity of power units not in maintenance in any week 
must be larger than a certain limit value. The logic of the problem is represented in
seven straightforward axioms that are considerably simpler than the constraint 
logic program that was developed to solve the same task. 
11.2. Correctness of SLDNFA wrt Other Semantics 
As mentioned in Section 2, the 3-valued completion semantics is the weakest 
semantics presented so far for abductive logic programming. In particular, a model 
according to 2-valued completion semantics [8], generalized stable semantics [32], 
generalized well-founded semantics [49], or justification semantics [10, t4] is a 
model according to 3-valued completion semantics (Theorem 2.2). This implies that 
if /gA entails F according to 3-valued completion semantics, then pA entails F, 
also according to these other semantics. 
The items (a) and (c) of the soundness Theorem 8.1 and the items (a), (b), and 
(c) of the completeness Theorem 9.1 state entailments of pA under 3-valued 
completion semantics, and hence these hold under all stronger semantics. Further- 
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more, Theorem 9.1 (d), which is based directly on (c), continues to hold. What may 
be lost under the stronger semantics i the consistency of a generated abductive 
answer. Consider the abductive logic program p~r~ with P8 the set: 
p~r , -~p.  
The abductive answer of the query ~ r is the atomic formula r; however, r is not 
satisfiable wrt  e{8 r} under 2-valued completion semantics and generalized stable 
semantics. This shows that items (b) and (d) of Theorem 8.1 do not hold automati- 
cally for the stronger semantics. Nor does item (e) of Theorem 9.1, since its proof is 
based on the existence of a model. As a counterexample, consider the logic 
program P9 ~ with P9 the set: 
p~ ~X=a, -~p 
s(a). 
Under 2-valued completion semantics and generalized stable semantics, P9 ~ 
entails VX.X=a. The goal ~s(X)  has a unique computed ground answer 
(E,{ },{X = a}). According to Theorem 9.1(e), this answer substitution should be 
most general; however, the empty substitution is a correct answer substitution 
under 2-valued completion semantics and generalized stable semantics. 
The proof of the consistency of the generated abductive answers (Theorem 
8.1(b + d)) and item (e) of Theorem 9.1 are based on Theorem 2.1, which guaran- 
tees the existence of a model of the 3-valued completion. As proved in [14], this 
theorem also holds for the generalized well-founded semantics [49] and the 
justification semantics [10, 14]. Hence, for these semantics, all items of the 
soundness Theorem 8.1 and the completeness Theorem 9.1 continue to hold. As 
shown above, Theorem 8.1(b + d) and Theorem 9.1(e) do not hold in general with 
respect o 2-valued completion semantics [8] and generalized stable semantics [32]. 
However, for stratified, acyclic, and locally stratified abductive logic programs, 
Theorem 2.1 can be proved wrt 2-valued completion semantics [8] and generalized 
stable semantics [10, 14, 32]. Hence, also wrt to these semantics, all items of the 
soundness and completeness theorems continue to hold for important classes of 
programs. 
11.3. Minimality of SLDNFA-Answers 
As correctness conditions for abductive answers, we have imposed that an abduc- 
tive answer should entail the initial query and should be consistent. A commonly 
used extra condition is that an abductive answer should be minimal with respect o 
some predefined preference relation. 
With respect o the minimality of ground abductive solutions, Theorems 10.1 
and 10.2 state weaker minimality results with respect o two natural preference 
orders: cardinality order and set inclusion. Not all ground answers generated by 
SLDNFP~ or SLDNFA+ are minimal, but all minimal solutions can be derived 
from the SLDNF~- (resp. SLDNFA+)-refutations in a finite SLDNFA~ (resp. 
SLDNFA+)-tree. It is straightforward to extend SLDNFA~ such that only solutions 
with minimal cardinality are generated. A naive implementation would be to 
compute an SLDNFA%tree and eliminate all nonminimal ground answers after- 
ward. Evidently, for efficiency the testing of nonminimality should be integrated 
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with the computation of the SLDNF/g-tree; this allows run-time pruning of 
nonminimal branches. It is more difficult to implement SLDNFA+ such that only 
minimal solutions with respect to set inclusion are generated, since in general, 
there are an infinite number of ground answers derivable from a refutation. We do 
not investigate this issue further. 
With respect to the minimalily of (nonground) abductive solutions, a natural 
preference pre-order is based on logical implication. For two open formulas q*l, q*2 
based on E, define 
XIf 1 _~ XIF 2 i f f  pA ~ :~V(X[tl <___ xI.t2) " 
It is straightforward toverify that < defines a pre-order (transitive, reflexivel. One 
defines that x is minimal wrt to a pre-order _< iff y < x implies x < y. 
Theorem 9.1(b) shows that the explanation formula Expl(W) is a minimal 
formula entailing Q0 wrt <.  Recall that the explanation formula contains in 
general nonabducible predicates; therefore it is not an abductive answer according 
to Definition 3.2. The minimality wrt < of the disjunction of abductive answers 
Ans(K 1) v .-. v Ans(Kg) does not hold in general. 
One way to obtain that Expl(W) or an equivalent formula contains only equality 
and abducible predicates and hence, that Expl(W) is a minimal answer wrt _<, 
would be to use SLDNFA+ with a selection rule that delays the selection of an 
abducible atom in a negative goal until there are no nonabducible literals left. 
Below we investigate this selection rule more closely. 
Definition 11.1. Given a finite SLDNFA-tree (SLDNF/g-, SLDNFA+-, SLD- 
NFA+-tree) W, define AbdExpl(W) as the formula obtained from Expl(W) by 
simplifying State(K/) for each nonfailed leaf K i of W in the following way: drop 
~ ' (N)  from State(K/) for each positive goal N in K~ with a selected literal and 
for each negative goal N with a negative literal or a nonabducible atom as 
selected literal. 
Proposition 11.1. pA ~ V(ExpI(W) ~ AbdExpl(W)). 
This is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 8.2 and Lemma 8.3. 
Assume that W is a finite SLDNFA+-tree that is constructed by using a 
selection rule that delays selection of abducible atoms in negative goals until only 
abducible literals are left. In that case each negative goal N in each nonfailed leaf 
of W in which an abducible atom is selected contains no nonabducible literals. 
This is proved in the next proposition. 
Proposition 11.2. AbdExpl(W) is an abductive answer minimal wrt <.  
PRoov. If AbdExpl(W) contains aCf(N) and N is a positive goal, then N has no 
selected literal and hence contains only abducible atoms. If N is a negative goal, 
then either N has an abducible atom as selected literal, but then by the selection 
rule, all literals in N are abducible; either N has no selected literal. But a negative 
goal without selected literal in an SLDNFA+-refutation contains only an equality 
atom. Hence, AbdExpl(W) contains only abducible atoms and equality. Because of 
the equivalence of AbdExpl(W) and Expl(W), it follows that AbdExpl(W) is an 
abductive answer formula that is minimal wrt _<. [] 
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The problem with this way of using SLDNFA+ is that this selection rule will 
often lead to floundering negation or looping. Consider the program p~6/ with P10 
the set: 
p or (X) , -~q(X)  
q (a) .  
Then the query ~ r(a), -7 p has a straightforward finite SLDNFA+-tree (with one 
branch), but when the above selection rule is used, floundering negation occurs on 
-~ q(X- ) .  
11.4. Widening the Applicabil ity o f  SLDNFA 
The functionality of an abductive procedure such as SLDNFA, and any abductive 
procedure that satisfies imilar or stronger soundness and completeness theorems, 
can be extended far beyond abductive reasoning wrt abductive logic programs. It 
turns out that simple techniques allow us to transform a much wider class of 
reasoning problems than typical abductive reasoning problems, wrt to a much 
wider class of theories than the typical abductive logic programs into a simple 
abductive problem formulated wrt to a simple abductive logic program. These 
transformations have been proposed in [16]. 
The logic that can be handled is an integration of first-order logic (FOL) and 
general abductive logic programs (consisting of general program clauses that 
contain FOL formulas in the body [38]). This extends the formalism of abductive 
frameworks as defined in [32], which allows normal program clauses and FOL 
axioms in clausal form. Assume that a theory J=  (pA ,T) ,  with pA a general 
abductive logic program 3 and T a set of FOL axioms, is given. It is simple to 
transform 3-into an abductive logic program of the type that can be dealt with by 
SLDNFA. Construct the general abductive logic program by adding general clauses, 
violated ~ ~ F, for each F c T. Here violated is a new propositional predicate. 
Then apply the Lloyd-Topor transformation [39] on this general abductive pro- 
gram. The result is a normal abductive logic program p,A such that 
(p,A,{ ~ violated}) is logically equivalent to J .  More precisely, for any formula F 
based on the original alphabet, we have 5r~ ~F i ff (p,A,{~ violated})~ F iff 
p,A ~ ~ ~ violated --* F. This shows that p,A can  be used for problem solving in J .  
In [16] (and informally also in [15]), we have shown that by using the above 
transformation technique, SLDNFA can be used not only for solving abductive 
problems with respect to J,, but also for solving deductive and satisfiability 
checking problems. 
11.4.1. Deduction. The use of SLDNFA for deduction is based on Theorem 
9.1(c), which shows that if SLDNFA fails finitely, V( ~ Q0) is entailed. Assume that 
Y is transformed to  p,A and that one wants to know whether 3-~ ~F. If SLDNFA 
fails finitely on the query ~ ~ F, --1 violated, then 3-~ ~F; if it succeeds, then it is 
not true that J -~  ~F; otherwise, when floundering negation or looping occurs, 
nothing can be decided. It may be necessary to simplify ~ ~ F, ~ violated by using 
the Lloyd-Topor transformation. 
3A general bductive logic program contains general clauses--clauses in which the bodies are FOL 
formulas. The 3-valued completion semantics is trivially extended for general bductive logic programs. 
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Note that an SLDNF~-t ree and an SLDNFA+-tree are larger than the SLD- 
NFA-tree. Hence SLDNFA is more efficient for deduction than SLDNF~ and 
SLDNFA+. 
11.4.2. Satisfiability Checking. Analogously, the satisfiability of F wrt .'Y can be 
checked by posing the query ~ F, ~ t,iolated. If SLDNFA or one of its variants 
succeeds, then F is satisfiable wrt g because of Theorem 8.1(a + b). In the case of 
finite failure, F is not satisfiable; otherwise, nothing can be decided. Of the three 
variants, SLDNFA? is the best candidate for proving finite satisfiability, because it 
generates solutions with a minimum number of abduced atoms. Executing 
SLDNFA? by using an iterative deepening strategy, will ultimately find a finite 
abductive solution, if one exists. It is easy to construct examples where both 
SLDNFA and SLDNFA+ loop without finding a solution while SLDNFN returns 
a finite solution. Consider p(!/ex0 with PI3 the set: 
p(a) 
p (X)  ~ next(Y, X )  
f ~ p( X ) ,  ~ exists_next(X) 
exists_next(X) ~ next( X,  V ) . 
The set {next(a, a)} is a ground answer for the query ~ ~ f and is computed by 
SLDNF,~ in case next is a strongly abducible fact. SLDNFA and SLDNFA+ are 
unable to produce a solution. Instead, a loop occurs, producing larger and larger 
sets {next(a, Xl), next( Xl, X2 ), next(X2, X2),-.. }. 
The fact that FOL theories can be mapped to abductive logic programs entails 
that even for hierarchical abductive logic programs, SLDNFA and abductive 
procedures satisfying similar or stronger soundness and completeness theorems (in 
particular, Theorem 8.1(a + b) and Theorem 9.1(c)) cannot be proved to terminate 
without floundering. Indeed, transforming a FOL theory in the above-described 
way results in a hierarchical abductive logic program (the Lloyd-Topor transforma- 
tion does not introduce recursion). Hence a terminating nonfloundering abductive 
procedure for hierarchical programs would be able to decide the consistency of a 
FOL theory in finite time. It is well known that, in general, checking the consis- 
tency of a FOL theory is cosemidecidable. 
11.4.3. Database Updating. Kakas and Mancarella [31] apply abduction for in- 
tentional database updating in the context of deductive databases. An intentional 
update formula is a formula that states a desired property about the database. The 
intentional update problem consists of updating the base predicates of the database 
such that the intentional update formula is satisfied. Kakas and Mancarella [31] 
present an abductive procedure and illustrate how this procedure can be used for 
the intentional update problem. Given a query, ~ Q representing the intentional 
database update, the procedure computes a number of abductive solutions A, each 
consisting of ground literals of extensional database predicates (base predicates). 
One of these solutions is selected according to some preference criterion (e.g., 
minimal difference of old and new database) or by a query-the-user procedure. 
Using the selected solution, the extensional database D is updated: all atoms ,4 
such that A ~ AXD are inserted; all atoms A such that A ~D and -7 A ~ ~ are 
retracted from D. 
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The abductive procedure used in [31] does not solve the floundering abduction 
problem. A simple database xample in which the floundering abduction problem 
arises goes as follows. Assume that the management of a firm decides that all 
employees of the sales department of the firm get a bonus. The intentional update 
formula can be formulated as follows: 
VX. ~ employee(X) v -7 department( X, sales) v bonus(X).  
The predicates employee, department, and bonus are base predicates and are to be 
interpreted as abductive predicates. To compute the updated atabase, an abduc- 
tive procedure is called with the following general query: 
VX. ~ employee(X) v -7 department( X, sales) v bonus(X).  
Using the Lloyd-Topor transformation, the general query can be transformed into 
the query ~ ~ p and the following definition for p: 
p ~ employee(X), department( X, sales), ~ bonus(X).  
Note that under the completion semantics, it holds that 
p ~ 3X.employee(X) A department( X, sales) A ~ bonus(X).  
It is clear that since base predicates are abductive, the query ~ ~ p leads to 
floundering abduction or floundering negation. 
SLDNFA is not directly suited to this type of intentional update problem. The 
problem is that SLDNFA tends to minimize the set of abduced atoms A, while in 
the context of intentional database updating, one will usually prefer that the 
updated atabase be as close as possible to the old database. For example, because 
of its policy of minimizing abductive solutions, SLDNFA returns for ,--- ~ p the 
ground abductive solution with A the empty set. The resulting database indeed 
entails the intentional update formula, but the update of the database in this way 
implies that all employees should be fired without a bonus, which can hardly be 
considered a correct implementation f the intention of the management (which 
was to give those people a bonus). 
Beside the problem that naive application of SLDNFA does not try to minimize 
the difference between old and new databases, the example also points to a 
problem with the above intentional update, which is independent of SLDNFA's 
minimization strategy. It shows that the intentional update formula is imprecise, 
since it does not specify whether the intention is to delete employee or department 
facts or to insert bonus facts. 
It turns out that both problems, the imprecise formulation of the intentional 
update and the unpleasant tendency of SLDNFA to minimize base/abductive 
predicates rather than the difference between old and new databases, can be 
solved by the use of a meta-theory, an idea first used in [3]. Bry [3] computes 
extensional database updates from a given set of intentional update formulas by 
applying a model generator on a FOL meta-theory. Instead, we propose to use an 
abductive procedure on an abductive nhanced vanilla meta-program. Below we 
sketch this promising technique. 
The kernel of our approach is the following abductive vanilla meta-program, 
which describes the predicate new, representing the updated intentional database, 
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in terms of the predicate old, representing the old intentional database: 
old(F) (-- base(F), db( F) 
old(F) (-- clause(F, B ), old(B) 
old(true) (-- 
oM((F, B)) ~ oM(F), old(B) 
oM( ~ F) (-- ~ old(F) 
new(F) ~ base(F), db( F), ~ delete(F) 
new(F) (-- base(F), insert(F) 
new(true) ~- 
new(F) ~- clause(F, B ), new(B) 
new(( F, B ) ) (--- new(F), new(B) 
new( ~ F) (-- ~ new(F) 
Here, base represents the base predicates, db implements the (access to the) 
extensional database, and clause represents the definition of the view predicates. 
The predicates delete and insert represent, respectively, the deleted and inserted 
facts. 
In our approach, the intentional database update in the sales department 
example would be formulated as follows: 
V X.old( employee(X) ), old( department( X, sales) ~ new( bonus( X )). 
The goal is to find a minimum set of inserts and delete operations to the old 
database such that old and new databases atisfy the above formula. SLDNFA~ 
allows us to solve this problem in the following way. We define the predicates insert 
and delete as strongly abducible. Applying the Lloyd-Topor transformation to the 
above formula yields a query (-- ~ p' and the following definition for p': 
p' ~ old( employee(X)) ,  old( department( X,  sales)), ~ new( bonus( X )). 
The query ~ ~ p' can be given to SLDNFA~. By Theorem 10.1, when it te, rmi- 
nates, SLDNFA~ has generated ground answers with minimal cardinality, consist- 
ing of insert and delete facts. As a consequence, those extensional databases, which 
satisfy the intentional update and which are as close as possible to the old 
extensional database, can be derived from the generated ground answers. 
Although at present we have not conducted a formal investigation of this 
technique, it seems to enjoy the same advantages as the approach of [3]: 
• High expressivity of the language for formulating integrity constraints and 
intentional update formulas. FOL formulas are allowed; intentional updates 
can refer to the old and new states at the same time (as in the sales 
department example). As a consequence, static and dynamic integrity con- 
straints can be formulated. A static integrity constraint formulates a con- 
straint on one state of the database; a dynamic integrity constraint formu- 
lates a constraint between the database and the updated database. An 
example taken from [3]: 
VX,  Sal, Sal, .old( salary( X,  Sal) ) /x new(salary( X,  Sal, )) ~ Sal, >_ Sal. 
- Computation of one extensional update satisfying a set of intentional update 
formulas at the same time (e.g., by taking the conjunction of the intentional 
update formulas). 
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Automated integrity recovery of static and dynamic integrity constraints, in 
parallel with the computation of the extensional update. Normally, integrity 
constraints are checked after an extensional update is generated. By using 
our approach, it is possible to generate xtensional updates that automati- 
cally satisfy the static and dynamic integrity constraints. By transforming the 
integrity constraints into a definition for a new predicate violated (as above) 
and adding ~ new(violated) as an intentional update to the set of intentional 
updates, an abductive procedure will generate extensional updates that 
satisfy all integrity constraints. 
With respect o the application of abduction for integrity recovery, a problem is 
that the above method is not incremental: that is, it does not exploit the fact that 
the old database satisfies the static integrity constraints, but rechecks blindly all 
integrity constraints. In the past, incremental methods have been developed for 
integrity checking [4, 36, 37]. The extent o which these techniques can be extended 
to obtain incremental integrity recovery methods hould be investigated. 
11.4.4. Constraint Solving. The field of applications that can be covered by 
SLDNFA can be further drastically widened by incorporating constraint solvers in 
them. The integration of constraint-solving techniques in abductive logic program- 
ming raises no problems that are not raised by their integration into SLDNF. 
Recently, abductive procedures have been combined with constraint solvers for 
partial order [45], for linear order [10], and with finite domain constraint solvers 
and CLP(R) [2, 30]. 
11.5. Comparison with Other Procedures 
For abductive logic programs without negation, the SLD procedure can be ex- 
tended easily to an abductive procedure [9, 23]. Given an initial query ~ Q, these 
abductive procedures build an SLD derivation, but resolve only on nonabducible 
predicates; the procedures return an answer substitution 0, together with a goal 
Q', consisting of residual abducible atoms. It follows easily from the soundness 
of SLD resolution that pA ~ V(O(Q) ~ Q'). The procedure in [21] is an extension 
of this type of procedure, but uses skolemization of nonground abducible atoms 
and is able to deal with integrity constraints. 
The first attempt o develop an abductive procedure for abductive logic pro- 
grams with negation was presented in [52]. This (unformalized) abductive proce- 
dure is proposed in the context of planning and explanation in abductive vent 
calculus. The procedure solves the floundering abduction problem by skolemizing 
abducible atoms in positive goals. In many respects, SLDNFA and, in even more, 
SLDNFN+ can be considered formalizations of this procedure, especially the 
version with skolemization (as in [13]). Building on the ideas in [52], [44-46] 
propose an abductive procedure and an extension for planning in the event 
calculus. The solver can be proved correct only for a restricted class of abductive 
logic programs. 
Kakas and Mancarella [31] proposed a formal abductive procedure based on the 
view of negation by failure as a special form of abduction, a view first presented in 
[22]. The procedure (which we mentioned already in Section 11.4) generates sets of 
ground abducible literals. A correctness proof, for stratified abductive logic pro- 
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grams with respect o generalized stable semantics [32], is given. The procedure 
does not provide a solution for floundering abduction or floundering negation and 
is not sound in general with respect o nonstratified abductive logic program:~. For 
example, the query ~r  wrt to P8 tr} (Section 11.2) will succeed with A = {r}. 
However, Ps + A has no generalized stable model. This soundness problem was 
solved in [51], which incorporates additional consistency checking in the procedure. 
The resulting procedure was proved sound and complete in the sense of Theorem 
9.1(c + d), but wrt generalized stable semantics. 
In [8], an abductive procedure is presented which, for a given hierarchical 
abductive logic program P'~ and query ~ Q, derives an explanation formula E, 
equivalent to Q under the (2-valued) completion of pA. This is done by repeatedly 
substituting atoms of nonabducible predicates by the equivalent part in their iff 
definition, until no nonabducible atoms are left over. This technique provides a 
solution for floundering abduction and floundering negation. Observe that an 
explanation formula generated by naive rewriting may in general be very complex 
and inconsistent. Checking its satisfiability could be done by using tableau-theorem 
proving [53] or Satchmo [41], but is cosemidecidable (s e above). Moreover, in the 
case of recursion, repeated naive rewriting of nonabducible atoms by their defini- 
tion necessarily goes into a loop. To cope with these problems, [8] argues that a 
normalization technique should be built into the procedure, but does not describe 
how this could be done. 
Recall from Section 11.3 that SLDNFA+, with the selection rule that delays 
selection of abducible atoms in negative goals until no nonabducible iterals occur 
in it, also generates explanation formulas consisting only of equality and abducible 
predicates. We argue that this instance of SLDNFA can be seen as an implementa- 
tion of the procedure of [8] augmented with a normalization technique. Two remarks 
can be made. First, recall that SLDNFA+ does not provide a solution for flounder- 
ing negation. In this sense, it is only a partial implementation f the procedure of 
[8]. Second, the approach of generating equiwdent abductive xplanation formulas 
will often fail to discover solutions, even when the floundering negation is solved 
completely. Consider the following propositional example P~} with P~ the set: 
p '~r  
p~p.  
It is easy to prove that no abductive xplanation formula q~ exists such that p ,-, q~ 
under 2- or 3-valued completion semantics. SLDNFA, on the other hand, investi- 
gates the computation tree branch per branch and, using an iterative deepening 
regime or loop detection, will find the abductive answer . 
Another procedure, related to abductive reasoning, is presented in [28]. This 
paper proposes a belief revision procedure to insert (or delete) a formula F in a 
given logic program P; more precisely, it computes an update of P such that F can 
be proved (or no longer can be proved) from it. To insert F, the procedure tries to 
construct an SLDNF-refutation for the goal ~- F by adding facts to P to succeed 
positive goals and by deleting program clauses of P to fail negative goals. To delete 
F, the procedure tries to construct a failed SLDNF-tree for ,---F following a 
similar strategy. 
A problem with this procedure is that, when solutions are generated, program 
clauses may be deleted that are needed elsewhere to satisfy positive goals, or that 
atoms are inserted that make negative goals succeed. This problem is partially 
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solved in [28] by checking afterward whether the formula to be deleted or to be 
inserted has a finitely failed SLDNF-tree (respectively, an SLDNF-refutation) with 
respect o the updated program. This ensures correctness, but many solutions 
cannot be found. For example, consider the logic program Pa2: 
p~ -~q(a),q(X). 
Assume that P12 is to be updated such that p can be derived. An example of such 
an update would be to insert the atom q(b). The procedure in [28] will generate in 
a first step the update assert(q(X)). In the final step, it will discover that by adding 
q(X) to the program, p does not have an SLDNF-refutation and this solution will 
be rejected. The solution q(b) is not found. Note that SLDFNA will generate the 
skolemized answer {q(Cx)} for the abductive logic program P~q~. 
In applications in the context of belief revision or database updating, it may be 
necessary to retract defeasible program clauses or integrity constraints. SLDNFA 
or any similar abductive procedure does not retract program clauses. However, as 
illustrated in [31], there is a straightforward way to transform a set of program 
clauses marked as defeasible by the user into an equivalent abductive logic 
program, such that the deletion of the defeasible clauses can be emulated by 
abducing abducible atoms. For example, a defeasible clause C --- A ~ B would be 
transformed into A ~ B, ~ del_C, with del_C an abducible predicate. Abducing 
the atom del_C corresponds to deleting C. By adding arguments to del_C, it is 
possible to delete instances of this program clause. 
Recently, [54] proposed an interesting form of abductive resolution. It is an 
abductive xtension of the SLDFA-resolution [19], a generic form of resolution 
that provides a framework for constructive negation. In principle, the abductive 
extension of SLDFA-resolution of [54] provides a generic framework for abductive 
procedures that solve the floundering abduction and negation problem. However, 
the problems involved in implementing the abductive SLDFA-resolution are much 
larger than the problems involved in implementing a nonabductive SLDFA-resolu- 
tion. There are two unsolved problems: 
• The nonabductive SLDFA relies on a normalization or decision procedure 
for equality formulas (wrt FEQ). Such procedures are well known and have 
been implemented. On the other hand, the abductive SLDFA defined in [54] 
relies on a generic normalization procedure for checking the consistency of 
general abductive formulas; this procedure is called at each resolution step. 
The problem of determining the consistency of such a problem is cosemide- 
cidable. Just as for the procedure in [8], one could use tableau-theorem 
proving [53] or Satchmo [41]. Worse than in the case of [8], the consistency 
checking procedure should be called after each computation step. The 
practical integration of (an incremental version of) such a procedure in 
SLDFA is an unsolved problem. 
• The generation of answers from a negative derivation is not defined in a 
constructive way. There may be an infinite number of answers. 
To the best of our knowledge, there are currently no nonfloundering implementa- 
tions of the abductive SLDFA. 
In [31], it was argued that floundering abduction and floundering negation are 
related phenomena. Our work with SLDNFA shows that the problem of flounder- 
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ing negation is strictly harder than floundering abduction. Solutions for construc- 
tive negation for nonabducible programs like the one proposed in [5] cannot be 
simply incorporated into an abductive procedure. 
Also mentioned earlier, Fung [25] and Fung and Kowalski [26] propose the 
abductive iff procedure in the context of a generalized abductive framework for 
database updating and belief revision. This approach extends the approach of [31] 
for using abduction for database updating (see discussion in Section 11.4). As 
argued in [25], in the special case that the database is empty, the iff procedure can 
be seen as a hybrid of the rewrite procedure of [8] and SLDNFA (in its formulation 
of [13]). Just like the procedure in [8], iff is formalized as a rewrite procedure, using 
the equivalences of the Clark completion, but incorporates normalization tech- 
niques similar to the ones in SLDNFA. Independent of us, and as it appears, prior 
to us, Fung developed normalization techniques treating universal and existential 
variables, rather than variables and skolem constants, iff provides a solution tor 
floundering abduction but not for floundering negation. 
As we argued in Section 10.4, SLDNFA can also be interpreted as a rewrite 
procedure. Structurally, iff is quite similar to the old SLDNF~+ of [13]; because of 
the elimination of skolemization in the current formalization of SLDNFA, the 
similarities have become even stronger. In many respects though, the work pre- 
sented here and that presented in [25, 26] are complementary. Interestingly, 
because of the structural similarities between iff and SLDNFA, we believe the 
complementary esults that are proved for SLDNFA can be transferred to iff and 
vice versa. While we have formalized SLDNFA in a logic programming style, [25, 
26] has chosen for formalization a rewrite procedure using the completion. This 
formalization leads to more perspicuous proofs, because of the more obvious 
relationship between the procedure and the semantics. The formalization of iff 
makes it easier to integrate glass-box constraint solvers in the procedure. As a 
matter of fact, [25, 26] formalizes unification as a glass-box constraint solver. Fung 
and Kowalski [25, 26] provide a soundness and two completeness results. Both 
completeness results assert that, under certain circumstances, iff generates ill 
abductive solutions with least cardinality. One theorem proves this in the case 
where a finite computation tree exists (this is comparable with the result in 
Theorems 10.1 and 10.2). A second, sophisticated theorem proves this in the case 
of finite or infinite computation trees constructed using a fair selection rule. Much 
of Fung's work is concerned with the use of iff for database updating, an issue that 
we only briefly considered in Section 11.4. 
On the other hand, in the study here, we show the extent to which the 
techniques in SLDNFA allow us to solve the floundering negation problem. We 
have also considered in more detail the kind of information that can be extracted 
from an abductive refutation. An answer in [25] consists essentially of a ground 
database update, that is, a set of positive and negative ground literals The 
abductive answer presented in Section 6 provides a much more general abductive 
explanation. Because we split up SLDNFA°+ into several pieces (SLDNFA, 
SLDNFP~, SLDNFA+), we are able to investigate in detail the effect of certain 
additional inference rules. This allows us to provide more detailed minimality 
results than in [25], which proves only that solutions with minimal cardinality are 
generated. In Section 11.4, we show how to apply abductive procedures, like 
SLDNFA or iff, not only for abduction but also for deduction and consistency 
checking. Finally, as argued in Section 10.4, we believe that the meta-approach to
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using abduction for database updating has important advantages compared to the 
approach followed in [31] and [25]. 
APPENDIX :  SOUNDNESS OF  UNIF ICAT ION 
In this section we prove some slight extensions of well-known theorems about the 
relationship of unification and FEQ. We prove Proposition 7.1, which states that 
there exists a terminating algorithm that transforms equality sets in positive solved 
form if possible and reports failure otherwise. This proposition is a trivial extension 
of theorems about diverse unification algorithms (e.g., [42]), but it is new because 
the notion of a positive solved form is new. Throughout this section, we assume the 
existence of a marking a of variables. 
We also prove Proposition 7.2, which states that (a) an equality set is consistent 
iff it has a (positive) solved form and (b) for any equality set E~ in (positive) solved 
form, E s is a (positive) solved form of E iff ~ ~V(E ~ E~). (a) is well known and is 
a trivial consequence of Proposition 7.1. (b) gives a characterization of the notion 
of mgu in terms of FEQ. We have not found a proof of (b) in the literature. To the 
best of our knowledge, the relationship between unification and the theory FEQ 
has not previously been investigated in the same depth as we do here. 
The following proposition reformulates Proposition 7.1. 
Proposition A.1. There is a terminating algorithm which for any given finite marked 
equality set E, reports failure iff E has no positive solved form and returns a positive 
solved form E s of E otherwise. 
Moreover, if the algorithm fails, then ~ ~ -1 3(E). I f  it returns a positive solved 
form E s, then ~ xV(E ~ Es). 
PROOF. The equality reduction algorithm is defined as follows. Given a marked 
equality set E as input, it acts by the following two steps. 
Algorithm A. 1 (Equality reduction). 
• Step 1. Apply one of the existing unification algorithms on E (e.g., [42]). If 
the algorithm fails, report failure. Otherwise assume that the output is a 
solved form E'~. Go to step 2. 
• Step 2. Construct a substitution o- by selecting for each Y with nonempty 
set {X+IX += Y ~E~} one element X + from this set and adding Y =X + to 
or. Return E s = o- o E'~. 
It follows directly from the correctness of the unification algorithm that the 
equality reduction algorithm terminates and that the algorithm reports failure iff E 
has no solved form and ~ ~. ~ B(E). Moreover, if step 1 yields a solved form E' s, 
then E' s is an idempotent mgu and ~ ~V(E ~ E's). 
E s is o o E's. E s is obtained from E' s by switching the atom X += Y -~ E] to 
Y = X + ~ Es and substituting X + for Y- at the right of all other atoms of E'~, for 
a l lY  =X +~r .  
It is straightforward to prove that E s is in solved form. That it is in positive 
solved form is also easy to see. Assume that X + = Y- ~ E S. Since g has no negative 
variables in its range, X += Y-~ E' s. By construction of o-, there exists an atom 
Y = Z + E or. But then, E s = o- o E'~ contains X + = Z + and not X + = Y-. 
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It is obvious that E~ can be obtained from E~ by application of the symmetry 
law and repeated application of the substitution law of the standard equality. E', 
can be obtained from E s in an analogous way. Hence ~ mV(E~ ~ E,.). 
It remains to show that E~ is an mgu of E. Obviously E~ = or o E~ is a unifier of 
E. To prove that E~ is an mgu of E, it suffices to show that for some substitution 
o-', E~ = or' o E~. Define or' as the inverse of ~r: ~r' = {X += Y--[Y =X+~ ~r}. It is 
easily verified that E~ = cr o E s. [] 
The following lemma is trivial. 
Lemma A.1. For any equality set E~ in solved form, 3( E~) is satisfiable wrt FEQ(S). 
Moreover, ~ m3(E~). 
PROOV. FEQ(~) is consistent. Take any E-model M of FEQ(~) and any variable 
assignment V of the variables of ran(E,.). For any X = t ~ Es, extend V such that 
V(X)  =O'M(V(t)). Obviously, m ~: V(E,.). [] 
Lemma A.2. Let ~ be an alphabet, 0 an idempotent substitution based on ~. Let ~, -t 
be tuples of terms based on ~. 
0 is a unifier of~,-t iff ~ ~zV(0 --* ~ = t). 
PROOF. The proof is for a pair of terms s, t but can be trivially extended to the 
case of tuples of terms ~, L 
We use the following observation. Using repeated application of the tautology 
X = t-o F[X] ~ X = t ~ F[t], one finds that 
v[(0 s =t) 0(s)  = 0( t ) ) ] .  
Since the variables at both sides of the equivalence are the same, this implies 
directly that 
V(0- - , s  =t )  ~ V(0~ O(s) = O(t)).  
So it suffices to check that ~ ~V(0 ~ O(s) = O(t)) iff O(s) - O(t). 
When O(s) - O(t), it holds that ~ ~V(0 ~ O(s) = O(t)). 
Assume that, vice versa, ~ ~V(0 -~ O(s) = O(t)) and O(s) ~ O(t). We construct a 
model M of FEQ(Y) and a variable assignment V such that M ~ V(O)/~ V(O(t)) 
V(O(s)), thus obtaining a contradiction. 
Consider a Herbrand interpretation M of Y', an extension of Y with two new 
constants cl,c 2. Mix is a non-Herbrand Y-model of FEQ(Y). Because O(s) -~ O(t), 
there exists a disagreement pair s~, t 1 of subterms of O(s), O(t) such that eilher s~ 
or t I has different principal functors, or they are different variables, or one is a 
variable and the other is a nonvariable term. Define a variable assignment V as 
follows: 
• if s l is a variable, then V= {s 1 =c  1} 
• else, if t~ is a variable then V= {t l = c 1} 
• else, V={ } 
Now extend V to ran(0)uvar (0 (s ) )u  var(0(t)) by assigning other variables the 
value Cz. From the construction of V, it follows that V(s 1) ~ V(tl); hence V(O(s)) 
and V(O(t)) are two nonidentical ground terms. Since 0 is idempotent, V does not 
assign values to variables in dora(0). Finally, we extend V to dom(0) by defining 
V(X)  =- V(t) for any X = t ~ 0. 
We find that Ml~ ~ V(O) A V(O(s)) ~ V(O(t)). [] 
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Lemma A.3. Let O, o" be idempotent substitutions, or is more general than 0 iff 0 is a 
unifier of or. 
PROOF. Lemma 3.3 in [20] proves that if o- is idempotent, hen o- is more general 
than 0 iff 0 = 0oct. So it suffices to show that 0 = 0oo- iff 0 is a unifier of or. 
Assume that 0 = 0og.  For any X = t ~ or, it holds that O(X) = O(tr(X)) - O(t). 
Hence 0 is a unifier of o-. 
Assume that 0 is a unifier of or. For X = t ~ or, we should show that X -- O(t) ~ 0 
or that X-  O(t). This follows straightforwardly from the fact that 0 is a unifier of 
X and, hence, that O(X) = O(t). 
For X~ dom(0) \dom(o- ) ,  it holds that X= O(X) ~ 0o~ and X= O(X) ~ O. 
[] 
Using the above lemmas, the next proposition can be proved. It reformulates 
Proposition 7.2. 
Proposition A.2. Let E be an equality set. 
(a) FEQ(E)+ 3(E)  is consistent iff there exists a (positive) solved form E s of E. 
(b) Let E, E s be equality sets based on ~. Es is a (positive) solved form orE iff E s 
is in (positive) solved form and ~ ~V(E s ~ E). 
(c) For any equality set E, either FEQ(E)  ~ 3(E)  or FEQ(E)  ~ V(~ E). 
PROOF. (a) is a straightforward implication of Proposition A.1 and Lemma A.1. 
(b) Because a positive solved form is a solved form, it suffices to prove this 
theorem for solved forms. 
Assume that E s is in solved form and ~ ~V(E ~, Es). By Lemma A.2, E~ is a 
unifier of E. Let o- be any idempotent unifier of E. By Lemma A.2, ~ xV(o-~ E). 
Hence ~ xV(o-~ E~). By application of Lemma A.2 and Lemma A.3, E s is more 
general than or. Hence E s is a solved form of E. 
Assume that, vice versa, Es is a solved form of E. By Lemma A.2, ~ ~V(Es ~ E). 
Because E~ is in solved form, FEQ(X) + 3(E  s) is consistent (Lemma A.1). There- 
fore FEQ(X) + : I(E) is consistent. By Proposition A.1, E has a solved form or. 
Because E s is an mgu, E, is more general than o-. By Lemma A.3, o- is a unifier of 
Es and hence, using Lemma A.2, ~ ~V(cr ~ Es). Summarizing, we have 
 v(E, --, E) 
It follows that ~ ~V(E~ ~ E). 
(c) is a trivial consequence of Proposition A.1 and Lemma A.1. [] 
In a personal communication, Krzysztof Apt showed that the proof of (b) is 
trivial in the case where ~ contains an infinite number of functors. With an infinite 
?L, FEQ(~Z) is a complete theory [40]. In that case, the formula V(E s ~E)  is 
entailed iff one model of FEQ(~,) can be found that satisfies it. The Herbrand 
preinterpretation is such a model; this is proved, for example, in [35]. 
We thank Maurice Bruynooghe and anonymous referees for many helpful suggestions. We thank Eric 
Fung for pointing out to us an error in a previous version of SLDNFA. 
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